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ABSTNACT
Strategies and problev facing the small private

liberal arts, colleges as a group are described. Many of these schools
have weathered the financial emergencies of recent years by cutting
'expenditure's to the point where the quality of education is .

.threatened. New,measureS have been called for to reduce the tuition
ga2 between private and public institutions and to use public
resourcesito assist threatened private colleges. There are, however,
a limited number of instances where the small liberal arts college
has remaneb. financially and academically healthy. This condition is
usually accompanied by a self-analysis program identiUing a
distinct4re purpose for the college to serve. Informationjn the
state of "the collegess.operations and potential new markets is
obtained with 'the cooperation of faculty and staff. Firm plans and
decisions can then be made about the future d4Abtions the college
will. take. (Author/LBH)
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THE VITAL SMALL _COLLEGE:
STRATEGIES AND MISSIIS.

David A. Trivett
Small private colleges offer a variety m size, curriculum, and

purpose that acts to counterbalance the dominance of higher
education by public institutions. The role of private colleges has
diminished in recent years, as refle ed in the decreasing number
of private institutions, fewer degrees , and decreasing
proportions of enrollment. Yet, a number of these institutions are
vigorously pursuing distinctive missions to ensure their &urvival.

Many tasks assumed by the swelling count of community col-
leges, such as teaching the "new" students or urban students,
have traditionally beep performed by faculty in small private col-
leges that could not demand a select, highly talented student ..
clientele. Smaller private colleges tailor their campus life, instruc-
tion, and curricula to specific groups of students. Within some
states, legislatures have recognized the contribution of small pri-
vate colleges to their higher education system. State laws may
provide for direct institutional aid or indirect aid through students.
However, in order to survive, private colleges have focused on
cost-cutting and tuition increases, practices.that have finite limits
to their utility. Several small private liberal arts colleges are thriv-
ing by sticking to a carefully defined ssion, and concentrating
on a particular student clientele.

THE PRESENT STATUS

T. H. Bell recently answered the question, "Does the small pri-
vate college have a future?" by asserting, "Yes . . . if it rolls with
the times" (Bell 1975, p. 2). In his judgment, if small private col-
leges are going to survive, they must not only adapt themselves to
the economic strains that affect them, Nit also must change
academically by providing the knowledge students need to suc-
ceed in the world of work. In Bell's words, a college totallyrl-
voted to the liberal arts is "kidding itself." In addition to the iberal
arts, colleges must provide their students with salable, useful
knowledge and skills, including information about what is ex- -
pected of the student in the marketplace and good communica-
tion skills.

''''" Research Currents is prepared by theERIC Clearinghouse on Hi

pisEducation, The George Washington University, Washington, D.C. Th
material in this publication was preparedpursuantio a contract with t

IN.. National Institute of Education, U.S. Department of Health, education and
Welfare. Contractors undertaking such projects under government spun -

'V sorship are encouraged to express freely their judgment in professional
N.../ and technical matters. Prior to publication, the manuscript was submitted
Iki to American Association for Higher Education for critical review and

. , determination of professional competence. This publication has met such
standards, Points of view Of opinions, however, do not necessarily repre-
set the official view or opinions of either AAHE or this National Institute of
Education.

Copies of Research Currents may bebrdered for 40feach from the
Publications Department, American Association for Higher Education,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 780,Washington, D.C. 20036. Paymentmust
accompany all orders under $15.

,
Bell is not alone in raising questions about the role of small

private colleges in the'U.S. Bergquist reviewed the major studies
ip higher education,. Such as the Carnegie Commission reports,
and found that the number one theme struck about small private
colleges is the quettiorld their survival (BergqUist 1974, p. 2). In
the same studies, small colleges are recognized as a valuable
component of American higher education, a component that pro-
vides needed heterogeneity of form and purpose. They are
praised for their contribution to pluralism, accessibilityrieffective
instruction, and for theirsupportive environment (p. 4).48ergquist
found that the plaudits for small colleges are accompanied by the
recognition that small colleges the nevertheless inadequately
funded and lack national and sometimes regional visibility. To
correct this, remedial strategies are proposed, -such as greater .
public support,-better institutional planning,d and the development
of new student clientele groups (pp. 14, 17).

Rhetoric about the condition of small, private colleges could be
evaluated more accurately if continuous, reliable information
were available on the financial condition of the institutions. The
Carnegie Corporation of New'York has recognized,this need and
is sponsoring a three-year project by the Council for the Ad-
vancement of Small Colleges to collect and analyze information
from 400 institutions (Carnegie Corporation 1975, 0.P./0\
Moreover, a group of 48 private colleges has been studied over
the years by Hans H. Jenriy and Richard Wynn and results of the
study reported in The Golden Years and The Turning Point. A

ient update by Wynn (1974) arrives at an inconclusive assess-
ent regarding the 48 colleges. From 1970 to 1913, these col-

leges went from a $7 mil ion collective deficit to a $3.3 million
surplus. Athe same tim , the colleges' annual rate of growth in
expenditures andinco e slowed down. Although this trend ap-
pears to signify that the olleges are in control,of their budgets, in
Wynn's judgment the d reases are deceptivgbecauselhe de-
cline in rate of expenditure growth is occurring faster thin the
decline in rate of inco e growth. Wynn interprets this to mean that
these colleges have tr med theirexpenses to the bonewith no
more fat left to trim. T s, financial distress, seemingly moder-
ated, may yield to "q ality distress" instead (p. 17)..lf an inflation
deflator is used, mos of the 48 colleges studied are showing
declines in "real res rce growth per student" (p. 18). For exam-
ple, although budge might be balanced, when expenditures on
librarypooks per stu ent are adjusted to compensate for the rate
of inflation, the real xpenditures per student on, books dropped
strikingly from 197010 1973. ConSidering the continued rate of
inflation, Wynn's fear of "quality distress" seems all the more
warranted.

Despite the trialsdthat sorpc small colleges encounter, a few are
doing very well. Meeth and Werkema (1974) surveyed one group
of 163 colleges identified as "evangelical or conservative" Chris-
tian libeNtarts colleges. SeYenteen percent no longer considered

d
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My college experience was of grwt value to me

for it not only pnepared me`for my vocation hut°.

also prepared me for life itself. met many

different personalities when I was in calve.

From some I.learned abort being out in the world

of people. From others "I learned that not aZZ

peopliskve -happy lives; 'some hated, some loved,

others were kind and still others Were cruet; //

but aZZ in all I absorbed the best points ,'of all /
I-met cla, used them` s pe my life:

,/

4

9



'CoZlege graduates as consumers ti higher education

and former participants in the experience of higher

education, are oten reAded as being uniquely
qualified to report on the benefits and

of going to coZZege. They have, of course, individ-

uaZZy contributed to the quality of their own coZZege

experience and selectively consumed the variety of

opportunities for learning and development which

college made available to, them; in this dense it is

inappropriate to consider-them as "educational products"

Comparable to the products of a factory which receives

and processes raw material. They were; rather,quite

ti well deveZoped material when they arrived on,cthe /-

coZZege campus, having experience,=- 18 years of

development with aZZ e cumidtri .eriences of

inherttgnce and family,neighborho friends,
church and prior schooling.. In this sense, while c Zege

, offers-a kind of experience not offered by any other

major institutions in outikey,kturd, it is also,for the

p6rson experien.cing it, part of a cumulative life history.

of deveZopment. Despite the'inseparable nature of these

phenomena, an evaluation, of higher education which

ignored the reflections' and 'subsequent lives of alumni .

would surely be inadequate and incomplete.*

J

.---

*C: and Nary'Milne, 'College Graduaes:

Highlights From ANatAonwide Survey'!, UCLA. Evalua4on

YCotment. -Vol. n3, No. 2,.. November 1971;,P 1. / 7
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ABSTRACT

1

This rrporeis tWe sixth in a series reporting data from a ten-year

longitudinal study of arandom sample of 100 students in the 1.966 entering

freghman class'at the State University of New York at-Buffalo (SUNY/B). The

*report is based on ±esponses to ,a questionnaire admfnistered tOthe sample

in 1971, five years after the project was initiated. .

Sixty-four members of the 1966 sample participated in the 1971 study.

The group was sitilar-to the ofiginal sample in erma of sex and 1966/res

Aence,status. Of thesgrespondents,.seventy-two Pe ent had remained si gle

by June, 1971 and twenty-eight percent had married, idt ding one woman ho

.wad seeking-a divorce. Eighty percent of ,the married WoMen ,ad been re dents

in their freshman year while sixty-three percent of the married had been

commuters.

11 .11

Four-fifths of the respondents had,completed bachelor

ot 19/1, and two- thirds of the grotip had been involved in some

rees by June
4ft.

ed ational

program during the year: Thirty percent had been enrolled in graduat or pro-
.. .

fessiOnal programs, all b'ut

.

two-of them seeking postbaccalaureate degrees.

st.

Two-thirds of-the-respondents reported academic aspects of their'college
-
experience that were valuable to them, and a majority mentioned social aspects.

Two-fifths of the women cited personally valuable college experienCes, and a

\similar proportion of men said was of value to vocational y.
.7

,4. ,

Eighty percent of the sample wentioned anges they, could have made o increase

the value of their undergraduate experience, especially acadeA

. .

changes. '

and social

Two- thirds of the grdup.had worked during the first!- f of-1971; moat of

them full-time. A majority were working in bu

and about half of the group were holding professional jobs. Most expressed

-
positive feelings about their jobs or

t
said that they were all right,at least

iness or educational settings,

for the present.



V
4

:About half reported that their undergraduate work had releyunce to their .

/ :vOCation, while about a third said iewas not releVant: More i'han half repotted

that they were working in-the vocatiOnalarea they. pieferred:

Themselves, their families, other interpersonal relationships, and'their

careers were reported

during the past year.

related frrtrations,

ihavng undergone some

by restiondents.as,sources of greatest satisfaction

Sources of greatest dissatisfaction included self-

career, and academic situations. A majority mentioned

personal change during the previous year. Most often

.cited were .changes toward increased'seif-satisfactiOn or confidence. A desire.,'

-for more satisfaction, confidence,and.security was the Most frequently hoped

.
;

. .

for change, folloWed by a desire:for:More learning and growth experiences.

41;
8

Among qe interests developed during or subseqdent to the college period"..

were int llectual, vocational, or profbssional pursuits, the arts, participatory
I

or spectator sports, socializing with friends, and some aspects pf social action,

#6
among other idterests. Their societal concerns most often centered avail d such

matters of government' policy as the war in. Vietnam, the draft, Wand infl Lion,

,-,

although, the problems of otheepeopl , ecology, and health ;) education 41 hues

were often mentioned as well.,'Men had een more active participants in activi-

ties to promote social Change during-the college years than wqmen, but men were

less likely than women to report,suCh dctive participation in 1970-1971.

Generally, the respon4ents seemed optimistic about themselves and their

futues, reporting satisfaction with jobs, education, and marital status, and

having experienced a Year that brought mostly positive changes in'their lives.

Some diTferences were noted between the experiences of men and women, and

residents and commuters. These differences will be more thored'Aly explored in

.

later reports offthe longitudinal study.

\')

ill
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FOREWORD

Studies of the vocational and educational outcomes of college attendance

have captured the interest of legisiatots and parents, as well as colleges

and ersities, as ccZts have risen and the benefits of college attendance,

in term career entry and middclass status, seem less assured. Those

who design educationarpolicy as welt as those who plan to go to college need

to know what societal benefits derive from higher educatidn,-for whom the

college experience is effective, and what aspects of that experience are vAlu-

able to what students. UnfortUnately,.such useful information it scarce, but

this and similar research effo ts provid& some clues to the impact of, college'

anstudent.development-asthe -themselVesreport it.

What 'difference does'College make? What careers do graduates pursue?.

For whom does higher education:Open doors to responsible and Se. is.ying

careers? What particui ee4erienceSmake Valuablecontributions to.stUdents!

lives? In what way and low well do people feel their college wor prepared

them for_ advanced study; marriage, communitIr responsibility,- worki and the

buSiness of living in, general'? What aspeCts of College. life need t be changed,

to provide students with'better'experienCes - and.to give the-student arent/

tax payer /legislator his or her moneyS worth?

In order to investigate such. concerns, University Research, now Stude t.

Testing and Research, initiated in 1,964 a developmental research project en-

titled A Biography of a Class. The purpose of this project is to describe

characteristics of SUNY/B. students and their experiences during and after ,

college to facility, administration and other students, and to contribute to

existing knowledge of personal, social, intellectual, anf vocational devglopment

during the college years and early adult life.

-Presently a variety of student inputs-and perspectives on'the Univetsity
. .

.

!\

experience are being sought throUgh three,maiorresearch 'efforts.. First,
t. .

incoming freshmen are surveyed during theS.UmmeT preceding their-frIshman year.



Their values, goals, and percgptians of college are explored, and follow-up

studies are projected to observe` changes in these perceptions during the

college years. Senior classes halle been surveyed to explore, their unique

perceptiong of the college experience. Finally,- there is a lopgitUdinal study

in .which.two samples of incoming students are followed annually by. interview

throughout:their'college years, whether or not they persist, and by question-.

naire for the_following six years.
1

This follow-up of a sample of 1966 freshmen in 1971 is part of
kt,

a series

presentingresults of the longitudinal study of. State University of New York

at Buffalo (SUNY/B) students. Its,purpose is tp portray 4rious aspects of

the study participants' lives as they describe them from spring, 1970, to

spring, 1971. This and future reports will endeavor to increase our under-

standing of the college experience and its effect on thelives of young adults.

r

1
A list of these reportS, with abrief description of their contents; is

4vailable upon request from Studentresting.andAteseai8t7 316 Harrithan
/

LibrarY, SUNY/B, Buffalo, New York 14214.

9.
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A sample of 100 stlidents, stratified by gex and residence status,,was

selected from among the 1966 incoming freshmen at the State University of "flew

York at Buffalo (SUNY/B). Members of the sampleere interviewed twiee during

their freshman year, 'oncein each semester, and in the second semester
of each

of the remaining three years. All are sent questionnaires yeatlY for the

following six years. Everyone is' retained;in the sample for the full ten years

of the project whether they remain in school, tranefer, drop out, or.fail to

complete an interview or questionnaire. Demographiq.and biographical data such

b

1s family income, high cool average, and, parents' employment and edttional

ckground were collected during the summer preceding the,sample's freshman

7
year and will be analyzed in conjunction with interview-and questibnnairA e dhta.

to illuminate ftrther the group's experience in school and out.

. SAMPLE

1Sixty-fodt of the 100 students in the 1966 sample responded to the 1971

questionnaire. These respondentslikre proportionately very similar 'to the

total 1966 sample in terms of Sevand original residence status (Figure 1).

When residence status is Mentioned, itliefers'to the living arrangements of

incoming freshmen in tlie fall of 1966. Eesidents lived in dormories, and

commuters lived in t it parental homes.

rMore than half f the original sample in each sex/residence category

responded in 1971 (Figure 2). The lowest response rate was that of resident

men, fifty-two percent of whom returned the 1971 questionnaire. The low

response rate among resident men is curious since that group had the highest

response rate (eighty-six percent) the previous year The highest response

rate An, 1971 was that of residentvomen, nearly-three-quarters of whom

returned the questionnaite. Overall, sixty-three percent of the former

7



4 1966 AND 1971 SAMPLES, IMES AND ORIGINAL RESIDENCE STATUS
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reSidents and sixty-five percentidi the former commuters iesponded in 1471,

as dri4
A

t
/y

percent of the min.'n and seventy percent of the women.

QUESTIONNA

°

1971 s th irst yeaf in the longitudinll study in which int:qrMation

was yicit d f the total.samp by Auestionnaire rather than interview.,
rr

.

;*

Questionna r had been 'sent pre iouoly to some member's of the sample who were

i

out of sta or could not participa in person or by telephone interviei4 ,

? -,

The 971 questionnaire concerns ducational goals and.pursuits, vocational:
. ,

'

loans nd involve ents, personal satisfactions and dissatisfactions, leisure

a vities and in erests, socittal concerns, and feelings about these various

''aspects of.life e perience. The academic and vocational dimensions receive the

greatest empbasi since the majority 'f students had completed or were about to

complete their dergraduate education and embark upon careers. /he academic

dimension focuses on degrees, advancedfstudy, long range educational goals, and

the relevance of undergractuate wori to the respondent's,loh., The home and

family areas also receive attention since many respondents were le "ng parental
4$1.

homes and establishing homesof their own. The personal dimensan, including
0 .,

values, goals, satisfactions, interests, and concerns, as well as present life

experiences, is explored; extensively.

Most questions are open-ended, eliciting unique responses and explanations

of the response's given. A copy of the questionnaire is.presented in the

Appendix.

0

4



'CLASSIFICAVON OF RESPONSES

sb

ach response to, each ques

'the asis for the claSsificati ns which were developed; Three.members of the

1 '

ion was noted,.and all responses were used as

research staff independently

agreement on the "finial codin

can be discuss d in termso

Personal - concerned

identity; matu

Acid mic/Intellect

lassified the responses, and together reached

Most, questions asked and respons'es obtained

the following four dimensions:

IA self, feelings, capabilities, needs,

ity, vlues, and goals.

al - pertaining to intellectual interests,

eriences, and ducational pursuits and goals,
1

egrees earned -o sought, and courses taken.

nperned withjob or career, and long range Vocational

goals.

nd Pa it - pertaining to relationships with and altitudes'

elings about marital'status, living arrangements,

e and children.

ORGANIZATION AND .PRESENTATION OF DATA

Family al* homes, and mari al status' are reported in Chapter 1. Chapter 2
R

foicnses on academic'degree std us, current educational involvement, and edu-
,

cational plans and goals. EmplOyment settings anroles, feelings about
,

jobs, and vocational goals are presented in_ Chapter 3. Chapter 4.includes such

personal information, as leisure activities, interests, .socialconcerns, and

participation in social action. The sources of this year's greatest satisfac-

The 51imensions described-above are reported in the first five Chapters.

tionS and dissatisfactions,

with, the way. gretip members

individual's feelings about
I

different from respondents'expectations are reported in Chapter 5. In Chapter.

'6, he value of the college experience to the 1971 s ple, and .their sugges-

tiOnS.fer increasing its Value, are discusSed.

the experiences.that were most difficul4 cope

had /changed during the year or would like-to change

themaelves,-tand ways in which the year had been

C



s

These da a
/re repOrted in text and figures. Data are reported

terms of perce in order to compare groups with unlike numerical mem rship.
e

Finally, quota ons from the questionnaires, -illustratpre of various themes

n/

.
%

and dimensions, are in .acrspt. These quotations are edited only

to assure cla ity.

LIMITATIONSIOF:STU

A though the 1971 respondents comprise nearly two-thirds of the original

sample nd are similar to the 1966 sample in terms of sex and initial ,residence
4

status,\the ata reported here are not generalizable to either the original

sample or the. 1966 freshman class at SUNY/B. Their responses cannot be assumed

to characterize the remaining members of the 1966 sample.

Na statistical tests were performed on these data because of tfi small

number witn each sex, resldence and marital'status category. Reported k,
/

difierences among groups are based on study of the proportions ot/the various

groups who responded in similar or diss ipilar ways. Difference reported

t ,
% . /

lreflect at east a'ten percent difference in response rates b een-subgroups.

'
The free response fOrmat,,which proyides opportunities flopr unique answers

2/ I-.., . -

and richnes; of data, has limitations as well.
.

,Mdltiple-choke or true-false

items may elikinatesome between-group differences because 'hey offer limite0,

choice's and require all students to respond with the same set of optionST

1 . i
fVer.

.INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Tabulated data are presented in percentages orthe

unless otherwise noted. For questions where multiple responses are permitted,

the total.number of responses reported in the figure; may exceed the total

number of respondents, and the sum of the percentagi maybe greater than 100

percent. Despite the small numbers in each sex, residence, and marital status

,category, these data are sometimes mentioned as a matter'ok intareag,; hut they

can not be generalized. Proportions reported in the text 14e sometimes

total sample (NF64)

approximate, but always within two percent) of the actual percentage.,

/e-



OHAPTER'L

FAMILY AND HOME

'

MARITAL STATUS

Seventy-two percent of the respondents, three- fourths of m nland.

two - thirds of-the'womep, were single insiune, 1971 (Figure 1.1)- ;Marie than

a quartet of the group had married -Most,of theft during Col-lege, a. d lone

woman was seeking aAivotce.

-

YlguTe 1:1
MARITAL STATUS, IT SEX AND ORIGINAL RESIL/SCE STATUS

RESIDENCE

18.14ents

Meo, N11,4

Moues, N16

Coimuters

Men, N23

Mogen, 11-14

Total
ItasfAasti,;1127

Cesistiors,-14..37

ig

Single

a

d

TO al

Mes,j434..

Mond, M-30 !

.'Rsee'' e
10 20. 30°, SO '60 70

Parent of Respondento

90 100

1
She is'incltided among4'.the married women in figufes andtext

this report.

throughout



Feelin

It

married status

Single Pople

while married

status.

rital Statu

dents were asked .describe their feelings about their single-or

Most people :xpressed positive feelings (Figure 1..2p.

reported-.that:t eir marital status was good for now or« okay,

people generally, pelt very, zood or great about their marital

Figure
FEELINGS ABOUT MARITAL STATUS, RY MARITAL S

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

P44srons

N. uncross

rtkrilve.

At thistpoint lifft I am happy/ as a single person,
since I feet that. I must be free to devote a great deal of
my'time to my. career, which is very important to me. I
feel that I must express myself as an individuaTjoefore
trying to establish a permanent re ationship with. another.

Usually I'm happy to be free and single,-so that I can
grow and explore the world respongible only'to myself.

Occasionally I worry that /'ZZ never marry - I do hope to,

one day. So, far, though, I don't think I know anyone I'd:

`t like to live' with for _the test ofmy life. Marryineany-,
one else just doesn't make'any Sense



7

Wonderful! We both love each other very much and are

quite sensitive to each other,'s needs and wants. We

complement each other in most situations and yet are

7 able to keep our own individuality. The.last 3 1/2

years have been the best of my Zife!

<
Fewer than ten percent of the respondents reported ambivalent or mixed

feelings.

Mixed feelings. I don't believe want" the commitment

to one person other thay myself at this point; in fact,

Ilknow I couldn't have that commitment now. But-I

sometimes do get lonely (being alone is nice; being

lonely-sn't). I mica the good one-o-one relationship

a solid marriage must offer:

Only two people, both single, expressed clearly negative feelings.

Explanation of-Feelings j .

..-------
.11

.,

Respondents were asked to explain their feelings'-abdUtqtheir marital
,,..., : '. ,( ..

. 4

Status. 'All Of-the married people who responded reported that thWenjoYed.
... .

the co anionship aq,dsharing Of- marriage:
, -

c.

I am-glad4o be'able.t0 share the good times, oSwell

as the bad, with the 'person I love. I aledenjoy u

getting to know-4nd understand my-wift's:feelings and

emotions and to develbRa real personal relationship.

Single people most 'often reported that they wereipursuing-individual"

interests. Others reported that,they were not .yet ready to settle down, or

that they wished or planned to be married.
ft

I am very happy that I-qm single and independent. It

enables me to travel and learn from ?navy others, while

still being .able to share with those.I care for,. w

In' two months be getting married, and, looking

ahead with enthusiasm and. optimism.

A quarter of the single men, all satisfied for the present with their status,

explained that they could not affrd to marry while theywere in school or

fulfilling their military obligation.



Convenient 'considering that r am_ in Dental SchooZ and
cannot even slpport myself.

r ,

A quarter of the single women reported enjoyment of their freedom and

independence, at leash for the time being.

' I Zike being single because it gives me ttze freedom to

travel and spend my money "foolishly" occasionally.

would Zike to get married within two years.

CHILDREN

.

A few respondents had' started their.own families by 1971. One men had

two children,,And twomen and three women had one child each. Most reported

positive or most.j.y positiVe-feelings aboytt having 4ildren, although one

.

woMan expressed mixed feelings about the impact of motherhood-on er career

considerations. Thosd with clearly.positive feelings about child tearing

said that having a child-was a wonderful experience for them or reported
. .

that they enifted sharing their lives with their children. Those with

.
rl ,

mostly positive, or mixed' feelings explained that" they enjoyed their children
.

but experienced the usual frustrations of perenthood.

I enjoy .watching) our children grow up and ,Z"

enjoy playing with them and sharing my, feelings

for them with my wife.

Mostly enjoy it. Frustrating at times and, of course,

resent self-denial, at other times (getting up mid-

night -.restricted social life - days and eknings. )

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION SJ

Half-..o the 1971 respondents. lived in the Buffalo' area, and an,addi-

.

,2

tional thirty percent lived in Qther areas af New York State (Figure 1.3.).

2
The. New York City area includes the boroughs of New York plus Long .Island.

"Buffalo" includes Ole and Niagara Counties, and "Upstate" refers to all

other areas of the. State.



One respondent'each lived in Conncticut,

Michigan, New Jersey, and New Mexico; two lived in

4
Indiana, Maryland,

ennsylvania, and Lwo in

llgure 1.3
LOCATION OP DOMES 09971 uspotiiins

ftes Op-ORIGINAL 1966
SAkPLE IN 1766

pot of 'state

587.

.81.offble

52.%

1966-NRVIORi CITY
RESIDENTS IN 1971

Nr16
y

1,66 UPSTATE NEW TOIL
RESIDENTS IN 1,71

N -11

00 of
start

INOWoo
36%

aufwo
757.

Upstate.

Ntus Yurk

55%

iMr

The 1971 sample closely resemyled tile 1966 sample in arms of location

of 1966 tomes. By 1971, the most obvious tendency is the movegient of an addi-

tional fifteen percent of the group to areas out of New York State.

The tendency for these respondents was to remain in or return to their

,former geographic location.
Three-quarters of those who came to the Univer-

sity from the Buffalo area still lived in Buffalo in 1971; fifty-sik percent

of those'who came'originally
fram the New York City area were residing there

in 197.1; and fifty-five percent of those from upstate New York were residing

upstate in 1971. The sample contained only one out -of -state resident in 1966,

and she lived out-of-state in 1971.

0



Half of the respondents, including three-quarters of-those 10 had lived

Illtm Buffalo in 1966, a third of those who had been upstate New York residents

in 1966, and thirteen percent of those frOm Now York City, were living in the

Buffalo area in 1971. -Half of those from upstate New York who remAined in

Buffalo were completing undergraduate study, and half of those,from New Yort

City who were living in Buffalo in 1971 were pursuing postbaccalaureate.

.:.;; degrees at SPNY4B.

LIVING: ARRANGEMENTS

.. _ .,

Setting Y\

i .

Respondents wete asked.to describe thesetting.in which they lived

(Figure 1.4) Nearly two-tt)irds.wereurban dweller's in 1971, and a quartA'

Of they_espondents chatacterfied their homes as sulicban. Only:three. people

reporteth living in rural .areas.

It should .be noti,d,that no definitions were

respect to what gonstitutes "urban," "suburban,"

ehas comMunities whose-life style is like that experienced by suburbanites;, and
I

suburbs are sometimes so crowded andovergrown as to have lost their subutitan

offered the respOndents with

or "rural" areas. Every city

4flavor. However, some common understanding of these words was assumed and

self - reports were accepted ..at face value.

ao

T e of Dwellin

Respondents were asked to describetheir living arrangements in terms of

the type of dwelling in which. they lived. The majority were, living in apart- .

ments in 1971 (Figure 1.5). Many of those living in houses, ere single people

who were living with their parental families, and dormitory residents were

almost exclusively single men.

4

People,

Over a third of the respondents were living with parents, siblings, opr

both (Figure 1.6). All of thewwere single except one married woman who was

living with her parents while her husband was in Vietnam. A quarter of the

respondents were married and living with -their spouses. Twenty percent of the



Figure 1.4'
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sample were living"with friends of,theisame sex. ,,smaller proportions,were

living alone, with'friends of the other sex, or with friends of h-8exeg:

Feelings about Living,Arrangement -

'Forty-four percent of the respondents repdrted feeling good-about or con-

.

tent with their living arrangemdn't, more than reported any other

A
feeli

gure.7(rL ,tsyery good, or great about their living arrange-

.ment. These positive feeling's together were ,repaFted by more` women than men.

Seventeen percent,.especiallythe ien,*.respondld less enthusiastically, re-

porting that their living arrangements were okay or all right. Dislike or

strain was ,reported' by se nteen percent oi, the group, and eleven percent, all

single people who lived at or With friends, said they would have prefeired

to live alone-
,

.Aislikat Strai4e4

Prefer tole Alms"

Other,

Explanations of- Feelings:

A great yarety,cif reasons were expressed for respondents' feelings about

their living, area The most frequentiresponsea,/for 1.1pe who reported

feelinvokay, good` or content about their 'liVing`arrangement,,Wan-that the

Arrangements served their present purposes, orthat they enjoyed their families

or felt an obligation to'rhem.

Eethiv bueno. qood.ivommate. Good ;dorm Yacilities.

Good people in the dorm. Good dorm location(were,,

someone to push i*out*of my.vd*bw, w,Nd,....up in

et:gooetbar --)aa mediocre hospital):
4



Although I don't have the privacy that I would have'

in jny ou*apartment,j,dOn't have to. wormy about

cooking meals and welling Clothes. am happy to.

tive,at hOme.t

perfectly- satisfied wah.my, living arrangements.,

I enjoy being. with mwfamity,i since .I have a good-

relationship.Iiith them. -

I feel 2 have a, responsibility for My Mother's

welfare that I can fulfill best by-living at.hoMe.

Because of my caring for.4!er'al4 the household, my

father does not Mind my not cbn*buting financially.

for room and board.

FoUrteen percent .4of, the.respondents expIained,;iheir positive feelings.
1 ,

about. their living' arrhngements by.reporting-enjoyment of-the social aspeas
.'. :-

, '

Of sharing'their experienceswith friendsgle.people who reported feeling
, I

good or,okay about their living arrangements explained `that these arrangements

were finandially convenient, as did one-fourth of those who would have pre-
,

ferred to live alone if they could have afforded to do so.

like it because it is very social.

It's. great - you really get,a chance,to make some

good friends.

746. present, it is the only set-Up :that can be

afforded. 1:get tired of.commuting once in

awhile, but it's not:that bad. I 44:along Wei.2

with my parentsand-sister, and it's always

relatively quiet-16r studying.'
....tr?

elt, it is relatively inexpensive, but I would

prefer to live aZone because I Zike things, ex.

kitchen, to be neat and clean. Noise is also a

problem in a dormitory situation.

-Single people who disliked their living arrangements or would have pre-
,

ferred to live alone usually explained,that thly wanted more privv.y.



Restless: this is why.I am moving for more indepen-
-dence aiidprivacy (no roommate this time).

.I hope to find m own apartment as soon as possible.

Right now the way live ssahaPed not only bg my

own desires, but also by the needs and demands of

those aroundee. like to minimize that influ-,

once and increase M self-awareness. ,

The neighborhood in which they lived explained the positive feelings

of some and the negative feelings of others toward theit living arrangements.

Those who disliked their 'living arrangetents'often blamed the landlord or

the physical aspects of, their building, or reported that they were lonely.

Eoveit -fantastic Setting, convenient to everything--

.-.great ,house.

4' .
Bad Newq!.. It's awful, "Big Brother" is alive and well

and living next-door.
:

I do 't like apartments. I want a house of my own.

Sometimes I Zike it and sometimes I don't. I Zike the

-
privadp but so etimes.it!s lonely --terribly lonely.
And other times you could..scream the walls almost

close in on y u. I learned: how to Zive by myself.'

,OBSERVATIONS

Sex.and residence seemed to\make a difference in the marital'status'of

.these respOndents. Eighty:percent 'of the married women had been residents wl)en.

ther entered SUNN, and.gixty-three percent'of the married mert'had beencOm-
,

muters Most of the married keSpondents had cOmpleted.nndergraduatg school in '

four yeacs, a nd established,homegAuickly while they pursued advanced educa-.

tional'experiLes and/or started careers. Fully half of the resident women

whorespon a in 1971-had married, and:most of them had putgued educational'

'interest andwoiked as well, during the year.
.

27
16



The living arrangemen

in 1971 in response to alter

were often-living at home wit

their living arrangements a§

married.

Most respondents were happ

condittons, although a few expr

grown,roommate or(parental home

to new living c6nditions.

and life styles of these respondents were chAnging

d-circUmstances: Single. people Completing school

their Parents, and
s
could be expected to change

o6n as they finished school, found jobs, or

with, or at least tolerant oftheir living

ssed restlessness and frustration with An out-

life, or experienced difficulties adjusting
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CHAPTER 2

EDUCATIONAL DREES AND INVOLVEMENT

Among the ].972. respondents, sixty-seven percent reported having completed

a baccalaureate, and, according to Admissions and Records data, an additional

thirteen percent would complete one by the spring of 1971 (Figure 2.1).

rigure 2.1 DECREE STATUS

Saa

Baccalaureate
cf.!, ferrifl
Tune 111171

13%

Baccalaureate.
konce.tre.1 14.3

..Te.marj, 1971

67%

The sixty-four men and women who respbnded in 1971 received degrees in

.twenty-four different academic fields, with sociology and,enginb#ring most

oftPn.reported by men and education most often reported by women: 'Sociology

was the only field claiming more than ten, percent of the majors.'



CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PURSUITS

4

Two-thirds of the respondents ad been involved in some educational under-
.

taking during the 1970-1971 school ear (Figure 2.2). Thirty percent were

enrolled in 'grilduate or'prokess oval programs, twenty,percentwere pursuing

undergraduate work, and eighteen pe cent -were involved in adult education or

vocational courses. Two-fifths a een studying on a full-time basis, while

a,quarter were, art -time student k \

11gure2:2 EDUCATIONAL INVOLVEMENT DURING:ME YEAR, PART/

'EDUCATIONAL PURSUIT

Oraduate/Profeeeloeal

' Undergraduate

A4ult/NaailooRl

Nose-

PART/FULL TIME STATUS

lull -Tice Student

'Partriimeltudest

Per

30 40 so

cot of Respondents

se 8 *kg.; ip

60 Mf

A. third of these received their bachelor! s degree by June of 1971

had .been involved in no f al edUcational undertaking during,the previous

year (Figure 2.3). Thy ty-seven percent had been enrolled.in graduate or

professional school, = ixteen percent had been full-time undergraduates 'com-

pleting degrees, .a fourteen percent had been' involved in some aspect of adult

education. Of t se who' had not completed a baccalaureate by spring of 1971,

a majority had :.ttended school. A quarter of them were undergraduates and

thirty-one p= cent were involved in some adult or vocational courses.

30
,20

Jr



DWIA21) STATUS 01),CURRINT IIDUCATIONAL TITISUIT

li1CCA220221112 COMPLITID IT J1011,_ 1211
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1013 (202) .

s about Current Educational Pursuits

Among those who had been involved in some educational unddrtaking during

the year, forty percent reported tba\they had enjoyed the experience or had

found it worthwhile (Figure 2.4).

-I love it!' My courses are fantastic. Thestudents

lirmostly in their 20's and are interesting* It

keeps me busy 2 nights a week. MI7/16ning . .

1

Graduate school is a discipline and PhD's are not

being given for the asking. It' quite obviousAtrhat

I wouldn't be here if despite aipthe griping, I'

didn't find it an extremely worthwhile experience.

I have just returned this spring semester to part--

time studies in biology. It is exhilerating to be

back in school. I feel as if life is worth something

again.



A fifth reported negative fee ings or disappointment about their experience,

and a Similar proportion reported that their sducztional,involvsmezt was simply

necessary, without reporting'how they felt about it. A few people were.ambigu-

,ous aboutwthe experience, or relieved that their particularAiucational. exp,,ri7

ence was over.

I feel as if I've fallen back into prehistoric days.

After a fairly progressive education at SUNYAB, I

find dental school a most conservative approach to

educatign. Methods are old and slow to be changed.
The courses are' so specialized they offer little4in

the way of motivating me.'

DisappOinted in many ways. Yet excited by some things:

The work here on. grad. level is-very independent in

Art department. attend very few classes:- mostly

work on my own with little or nothing being taught to

me. in academic terms.
r

A:bit disappointing, but my own fault largely. 'I

haven't 'taken advantage of different lectures, films,,.

exhibits, etc. I see now, though, that one ne-Onit

be in a strictly ac emic environment in order to

"experience" an e catio71/4

Most of those.people who had taken continujng education courses reported`

.enjoying the'experience, and those who had completed undergraduate programs

donsidereetheirstudy to te necessary.

rigure_2.4 -PEELINGS ABOUT CURRENT EDUCATIONAL, PURSUIT

I

(Prop9rtions are;based on the ;umber of respondents who were engaged in some educationalvundertaking, N.42)
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CHANGE IN EDUCATIONALPIANS

*
The m

plane41,41

divided o

change in

cb9mYed;

few did

mbers of the group were ask 4d whether or not their educational

hanged during the preceding year, and their responses were'evenlY

this question (Figure 2.5) Forty -five percent reported no..fflt

educational plans while foriY-two percent said that their plans had

eight Pettent were unsure whether any change had taken place,.00. a .

of resiond.

/1 7:4 e 2.5. 1011lANc.E 1:4 IlkOATIONAL 111ANS TEE YFAR
N664
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Seventeen percent of the respondents reported that they had decided to

continue in or return to. school.

I had hoped to move immediately into industry after

graduation, possibly cariying on my education while

working. I now feel I'll Acme to- return to.school

for some time before I'll be qualified to enter my \
.profeasion.

P
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Toukteen percent had decided not to .go to graduate school. These respon-
/

dents were variously tired of school, busy with their new homes and families,

unsure of the value of advanced'study to their careers, or ambivalen( about

the direction their graduate study should,take:

.7

I had planned .to get my Masters. Degree, but when I *took

that course, I could not gke it sufficient attention.
I found myself too busy fO'devote my spare time to
studying,-tI am satisfied that my Bachelors Degree will
take me as far, as I want to go. \

I've decided to wait until I'm positive that I.6ant to
go to graduate school. ,Jr don't want to go in just any

and then never use it. Twoll't waste the time -Ai

nor the money for that. Several things seem interesting

but none is 92% right. And the school's Vocation shall

be important.

In addition, tin pet-cent reported that they had changed fields Of:study

duroing. the year, five percent had,decided td delay th'ir plan§ fot furthet

education, and a few said they were uncertaiwabout their future edueational
.

pursuits

.

Reason for Cbange_of Educational Plans

)When asked.what influenced the'change in their edudation4l plans, a third

of those whose plans had changed repotted that the experience of working in

their chcesen fields had led to their change oft plans.

I had planneon eventually working on my masters.in
something. 'Whether,' willor not is now debatable.
I'tove my job and moving further in it willnot neces-
sarily require .or be helped .by furthering my education,
except for an occasional programming course. The change

doesn't affect me one,way-or another. I'm playing it by

ear.

I completely switched fields, from English Zit to EXcep-
tional Educational- Mental Retardation. I didn't fit

into a regular school system - decided institution work
might be more for me - field work Zast semester ell
(institution) convinced me I was right - I enjoyed the
work'with non-verbal trainable retardates tremendously.

34
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A number of married people explained that their marriages and/or h ving

children had contributed to .a change of pl4ns, especially to delay them.

I.

I had planned .on working and going to dchool,parit

time to. get Masters in ei'th'er schoolnarse teaching.-

or education. Having a baby influenced. Ae change -

hopefully I'll be able to carry through with -my plans

when -(child) gets. older.

Others reported that they were tired of school, that they had discovered

.theik need for more education, or that the tight job market had affected

their Change of plans.
, I,

Plans changed to pursuing more education: 2 After I

graduated, I realized that a B. A. in sociology didn't

prepare me for very mach vocationally, so I had.to go

on for further training.

(Feeling) Not too good. I really am tired of studying

Ni(after

4 years), tired of playing the education,game

n4 am desirous,of working.

After graduation, I planned to continue my education

'in history but felt a-,4ot of pressure about facture

job security. I accepd a graduate position in edu-

cation in order to secure a teaching job for next

year, but inteZnatually I'm unmotivated and regret

the decision. Hopepilly, I'll feel more fulfilled

once Renter a classroom situation.

O

b ,

4-

Respondents reported some eagerness td go to wdrk after four'years of

sa,gool and most were successful in finding jobs they conaideied suitable4

Those seeking jobs apparently expected to be vocationally prepared with the

completion of a bachelor's"degree and expressed some surprise to find that

further:education would be necessary. Very few seemed angry or bitter.about,

unsuccessful attempts to find the jobs they wanted.
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OBSERVATIONS .

Differences in the sex, residence, and marital status of the groups seem

to be reflected in their responses. These are mentioned with the caution that

the' numbers in these subgroups are ama),land the difierences are not general-

.

izable to larger slffiples.

Proportionately more resident men than others had completed a baccalaure-

ate in the conVerftione four years and had gbne directly into posibaccalaureate,

programs. ,Commuter men in particular had been finishing their undergraduate

work during the previous year, sops because they were in five-year programs

such as pharmacy. They were more likely than residents to report-negatjare(

feelings about their educational experiences or to view then as simply I\
o

necessary, and -they were'less4likely to be'considering postgraduate educition.

More men than,amen were in school full time preparing for careers

Women much mole frequently than men reported enjoying their present educational

undertakings, but many more women than men reported takingoadulteducation

courses fot pleasure.,, Women, particularly those o had married, reportMd.'

changes in their educational plans during the year while men's plans remained

more stable. Women were more apt to be working, g ing to school part time,

and modifying their educational plans in light of their work experiences.

Thogg who were pursuing degrees in medicine, law, dentistry,, veterinary

meicine, social work, and hospital administration were all men, and with the

exception of one man whei\was pursuing aopaster's degree in echication, those who

sought postbaccalaureate pegrees in education, librarianship, ar't", alnd economics

were women. ,

.

Those who reported changing thei; educational plans to return to school or

to change fields, decisions which would ,quire spending more time in the pur-

suit of degrees, were nearly all single. The married respondeAlts were more

persistenein their educational plans. When their plans did change,.they

changed in directions away from further study, at least for the present.



CHAPTER 3

MPLO'IMENT AND VOCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS

I

.

The vocational aspirations and pursuits of young adults who have Under.,-,,

takerCsome college work is of continuing interest to those who are concerned

.
"With the value of college experience MeMbers.of the 1966 sample had been

asked every year whether ormot they were working and how they felt about%
.

their jobs. 'Several had worked at least part time while they were undergradu74

ates.- They had been askedin previous interviews what their ultimate vocational

i
goals were, whether or not these goals ha changed, and what had influenced

'thechanges. Vocational goals were impor nt to the 1966 sample. /n the firbt
A,

-.,
interview in the fall of 1966, about a-third of the group reported that vocation -

al ,considerations were among their reasons for attending college.
1 By-the third

year over half the respondents reported vocational preparation to be at least

- / 2
part of the e-purpose of a col lege education for them: Forty-four percent of

the senior year respondents reported vocational preparation as.a purpose of a'

college education, citing it less frequently than.personal development (sixty-

nine percent) and academic or intellectual experience (fifty-nine percent).
3

.
,

How had the 1971 respondents pursued their vocational goals?

Kathleen M. Kubiniec, Helen S. Wyant, and Jean Mae Alberti,

The University Experience, The First Few Weeks. University Research,

SUNY at Buffalo, 1968. eff

2
Marilyn A,. H. Rott, The University Experience, The ThirdYbar, Part I.

University Research, SUNY at Buffalo, 1972.

3 Rott, The University Experience, the Fourth Year, Part II.

Student Testing and Research, SUNY at Buffalo, 1973.

1°
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Nearly two-,thirds'a the respondents reported that they were employed

in 1971 (Figure 3.1). Thdse who were not working were asked what'occupied

their time. Seventy percent were students, thirteen percent were looking for

jobs, and a similar proportion were wives and mothers.

Figure.

4

EM41.6YMI:NTiSTATUS
N;64

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

N=64 :,

.`

Working on a MaSters in Hospital'AdMinistration
OP maybe Comprehensiv Health Plann7,7g .

[Feelings' Poor., The ition is soqligh.'

e

Pliesently looking for a job. There do not, however,

seem to be any openings in my field - chemistry.
Therefore, I plan to get any job available for the .

time until I can get a job as a chemist somewhere

in industry. I am disappointed, but not without hope.

I realize that times are hard and ,t refbre, I must

keep looking.

Housewife. 1'd like o be working.- I.knoWnm
forgetting such of the techniCal part of.nursing
hopefuZly,it'll.come back easily when I do start

working.



Most of the sample who were employed in 1971 were working full time, a

tenth were working part time. 4 '

1

Settings in Which tale respondents wer employed are described in Figutf.3.2:

The two most often reported were education and buOnes4 which together pro-,

vided over half of the jobg.% Fifteen percent of thop whnwere'employed

worked full-time.fF.some ovenMe4 -agenc and.y, ca

settings.- A few men worked in inau trid/ settings, in military serviceSt or

in the alts. Twn women were, emPloy d in settings which were not identifie0.

Figure 3.2
EMPLOYMENT SETTING AND ROLE

.(Proportio s are based on the number of re

kPLOiMENT
SETTING

, r
Education: schoel/c llege/university

Business: (Sells go ds/ ervices)

,Governmcnt A

Medicine:

por3dents,Who repo'rled being employed in 1971,N.41)

aniirtation/parie/welfar0/1101th

tal/clinic/pivate,:practice

Industry: .(produce goods and services)

Military services

The Arts: gallery/theatre/concerthnli/free lance'

Setting not deterMined

ROLE

PROFESSIONAL

f

Teacher /librarian

Auditor/administrator

Social workaltherapicounslor

Engineer

Nurse .

' Scientist'

1

OTHER

Trainee for professional /managerial/supervisory role

Actist/musteian

Technician /craftsman

Unskilled

39
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ROLE

Vocational roles are defined as

PROPERSIONAC.
..

Minimum of.a baccalaureate or prOfessional certification is

requireci:

Teacheroor Librarian
Auditor or Administrator
Social Worker or. Therapist

Engineer
,Nurse'
Scientist or Reseprcher

o

OTHER

TiaineeL Degree may or may not,bereqpired. Inclndes

participants in training programs or practicnms leading :

to advanced position% certification; or 'degree..

Artist or MusiciAn: A degree may,ormay not be required

depending upon the setting in which the artist performs.

TeChnician or Craftsman: Some. formal

but not a baccalaureate.

gaining is required'

Performer of Services: Certain skills may, be required,

but not formal education7or training.°

PkofeSsional roles together accounted for WI ofthe lobs, all but one

of whichrejull.time. Non-professional jobs were usually part time.

R-
Seventeen percent ofthe jobS were teaching postions. in school settings,

all but one of them held by women, 'TWeive percent were'administrcilie

positions held by men who worked in business settings; and a tenth were

social work positions held byWomen employed in governmental agencies.

Half of the sample held 'other than profetsional jobs. The vocational

role accounting for the largest proportion of the jobs reported encompasses

4.variety ofunskilled services.':Twenty-,seven percent of the sample, or -

fifty -four percent'of the respOndents holding other than professional positions,

were employed in.this type.of work. Nearly two-thirds of these jobs were
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.

full time Trainees; artists or Musicians,-and technicians or craftsmen each

-- accounted for seven percent of the jobs reported, and appeared in a variety of

employment settings. 0

FEELINGS ABOUT JOB

Those respondents who were employed were asked to describe their feelings

about theirlobs. -Forty-two percent expressed clearly poitive feelings;a fifth

described their jobs as okay or all right; twelve percent of the group indicated,

that they had. Mixed feelings; a fifth reported negative feelings, and five per-

cent didn't respond to"the question (Figure.3.3).

ti

Figure 3.3
FEELINGS ABOUT JOB

FEELING

Pdsitive

Okay

NegatIve

OUxed

No response

30 .40 50 6Q 70

Percent of Respondents.

These responses were similar for those who held professional and other than

professional jobs. Howeyer, forty-eight percent of those with professional

positions reported positive feelings about their work while thirty-five percent

of those with other than professional positions did so.

SATISFYING AND DISSATISFYING,ASPECTS OF JOBT

Oh the assumption that every job has both satisfying and dissatisfying
.

aspects,regardless ofone's overall feeling toward the job, the employed re-

apondents.were asked to identify these aspects of their work. Unfortunately, a

fifth of the respondents, including .nearly a third. of.the men, failed to do so.
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Satisfying Aspects of Work

A fifth of those.who were employed stated that'the challenge,interest,

or diversification in their jobs gave them satisfaction, and fifteeh percent

cited satisfaction with the people they met in the course of their working

lives-(Figure 3.4). Twelve percent indicated that the money, benefits, or

security work provided was the major, sometimes-the only, satisfaction. A

tenth derived satisfaction from the fact that their jobs were beneficial to

people, and-another tenth mentioned personal satisfaction, development,or

reward in the work they were-doing. Smaller proportions cited satisfaction

derived from using their talents prciductively or holding responsible positions.

Nearly a quarter, many-of whom had reported negative feelings about their

jobs, did not indicate any satisfying aspects Of their work.

.

I enjoy it very much. I find improvement, both
physically and behaviorally 'in,individual and groups

of students very satisfying. It is dissatisfying
because my schedule is haphazard .so I therefore do not`.

have the continuity that I would like.

I love .my job and most of the' people I work. with.
'I'm very pleased with my salary, the location;
benefits (they feed'us lunch fqr $5 a'month) and
my room for advancement. My only complaint is I
must force myself to get aZong with the, person with

whom I work tiwmost closely.

My job is very routine and boring. .It is only
satisfying_in that every two weeks .I' get a pay

check. The atmosphere', is dissatisfying as the
girls are cut-throats and totally unscientific.
I keep to myself as much as possible.

Not only do I like' the financial benefits of being

a P.T., but I also like working closely with people

1 who can benefit from my services. It is disappointing

to see the results.of shortages of professional
physical therapistZ.

4

4Z
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Figure 3.4 SATISPYINC AND DISSATISPYING ASPECTS OV-JOS N=41

(Propartiono are based on the number of respondents whowere employed in 1971, N=41)

SATISFyINC ASPECTS

Challengioaiuteresting/diversified

People I meet /work with

Money/benefits/security
a.

.Beneficialto people and society

Personal satisfaction /development /reward,

Usin3 talents/making decisionstrespensibility

Other
,

Nil response

DISSATTRETING ASPECTS-

yives nu personal satisfaction

People I deal with /work with

Reutineluninteresting/hOring
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PhySical demands/time/pressure/tension

Net LcUri full potential/no responsibility

TranAer/travel/time/schedule/company'size

Other
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Dissatisfying Aspects of Work

SeveraL4issdtisfying aspects of work were reported, none of them by

more than fifteen perc'ent of the sample. A number oBk respondents complained

.that they felt-no sense of personal satisfaction in their work 'or reported

dissatisfaction with the.people with whom they worked. Others said that

their jobs were routine, boring, or frustrating because of bureaucracy,. the

-physical demands, the necessity travel or transfer, or their own fteling.

eof not living up to personal otential. A few reported that they-hado

jOb-related dissatisfactions. Others, many of whom-hadexpreskitiv

feelings about their jobs, did not mention any dissatisfying aspects of

their work.



NV job is okay it passed the time and it's not too

taxing. Some of the people about me (my boss included),

Command no respect and for that reason the job is

very dissatisfying. But I make good money and name my

own hours.

I like it mbre than the office jobs I've held. I love

working with living things rather than pieces of.paper.-

I am frustrated by my own Zack of knowledge, the com-
placent indompetence of some of my co-workers, and the

Zack of funds which forces us to,operate with insufficient

supplies (soap, food'fer the, animals, etc.). Of courseP

it's also frustrating not ,to receive a promotion, which

my boss admits I deserve, only because of my sex.

It is not- satisfying. Therefore it dissatisfies. me.- I

want to be Zeft alone, but-the.Coaqt-Guand had_ lo

openings in lighthouses.'

RELEVANCE OF UNDERGRADUATE-STUDY TO WORK'

Regardless of whether or not,respondents had completed a baccalaureate

or were working inliirofessionarpositions, they were asked to desckbe the

rele4ance of their undergraduaie-;gxPerie e.io the,wOrk,they were doing

(Eigure M). Two - fifths of the respohdents ag.d Oat it was relevant

0 while a third reported that it. was not: enty-two pefeenx did-not respond

to the question, including nearly two -thir s of those who had not received

a bachelOr's degree...

Figure 1.5
'RELEVANCE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDY TO WORK

N=41

, (Proportions are bused on the number of respondents who were employed in 1971, N=41)

RELEVANCE OF UNDERGRADUATE
STUDY TO PRESENT WORK

Undergraduate work is relevant

Undergraduate work is not relevant

Undergraduate work is both relevant

and not relevant

No response
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Relevance of undergraduate work to employment seemedto be related.

to respondents' feelings about their jobs. Fifty-nine percent of those

who expressed positive feelings and a third of thoge who said their jobs

wereokay or all'right stated that they were'working in jobs-for which

theirundergraduate work was relevant.

:PRESENT WORK AND PREFERRED VOCATIONAL AREA

sample were working.in the vocational area they preferred (Figure 3.6). More

than half of the employed fespodents indicated that they were, while a third

said they were pot. Three-fifth 'of-those who had earned a baccalaureate
4

and two-fifths of those who,had not, said they were workingoin the job area
.

A separate but related question concerned whether or not meibers of the - ,

they preferred. Notrsurp4sdngly, those who were working in the jobarta

of their choice were moreAlkelY than'Oihersto have reported positive feelings

about their jobs.

PREEENT0JOB AND AREA OF VOCATIONAL CHOICE, -
N=41

oportions a 0 based on the number of respondents. who were employed in 1971, N..41)

Present job is in area
of vocational choice_.

Present job is not in area
of vocational choice

Unsure whether` or nok.job'is

In area of Vocational choice

No respodse

1

I
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REALIZATION OF VOCATIONAL

- .

Respondents rre,asked whether or:not their vocational plans had been

realized during ths'previous year. The majority said that they had. Two-
-

.fifths of "the groUp.hdd found jobs during the year. . Some were still in

school working toward advanced degrees which thS'y thought would lead to

better jobs,, while 41thcers had -not intended to be employed and werenot.

t

Yes.,': Maybe I'm complacent but I Zike myjob

'enough that -T!m.'not anxious to leave it.

0

Yes. Tam teaching a developmental physical

'educational program for kindergarteh and first

grade children in'(city, state). ; am quite

happy with my job. It is exactly-the kind of
job that -I was looking for and consider myself

quite lucky to have"gotten such a position. It

is a good school system with well qualified

personnel and good facilities and equipment.

Yes. My only plans are to work at my library, job and

save up $2000+. When this is accomplished I split for

London and Spain to,live a life of selfish luxury,

indolence, sensual, gratification, and to develop strength

of character in a healthy atmosphere.

Twenty-eight percent said that their vocational plans had not been

realhed- during the year. They reported that they were not prepared for work,

that they were fulfilling .a military obligation, that deserved advancement

had not come, that they had a job but were not happy with it, or that they

didn't know-what they wanted 'to do. One woman had postponed her
A

voc ional plans to have a baby. A tenth didn't respond to the question.

No. I would'have liked to start working but there

.
was very little I cduld do, using my.education. I
feel this is because I made the tdrang choiceofmajors
at u/g, but I 1-ave.only myself to blame for this:

46
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No. I Was happily working as'a mailman this summer

when the Army Reserves.called me up for four months

Of active di,tty.- I,

(Feeling) Terrible.
The,Army refused to accept my suggeStiOn that they

disband or alternativey become carrot Tamers.

No. Had hoped to be promoted from Seaso al Park

Helper "to Zoo Keeper. PPomotion is at S ervisor's

discretion. Supervisor told me that it is nothing

personal, but he doesn't want any more female keepers

because "they are a distraction".

I'm disappointed and infuriated. He has no right

-to inflect his personal prejudices on me. -I plan to

seek legal help to insure that I am promoted. Even

though I'll have to leave in September for school, I

want to prove to him that he can't get away with it.

CHANGES IN VOCATIONAL GOALS

Each year since the initiation, of the longitudinal project the sample

had been asked-whether ocnot their ultimatevocational goals had changed.

during the preceding yeai'. In 1971 more than,two-thirds" replied that

they had not, while nearly .a quarter indicated that,they had. A few.

reported that experience in'the field had contributed to a-change or that

their own personal development and maturity had lead them to their new

goal.

Last year I couldn't see myself working in any straight

area.\ I thought that change had to come from outside

and by working within the system I'd become part of the

-problem. Nathat.I've totally convinced myself that

violent revolution is impossible I'm able to accept the

slow changes'that come through education.

4
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Last year'I idn't,know what I wanted: The change was

influent d b my own, thinking and being on own.

am very pZ ased.: I have always dOne what everyone.

else wanted me, to do because of an inferiority complex.

NowI-do what I please, and it's like a great weight

had been lifted from my,shoulders.

Most Of those who said that their ultimatevocational goal had changed

during the year were employed in 1971: Those who were Aompleting under-

__
graduate work,or pursuing. advanced degreeS generally had made no change.

OBSERVATIONS

groups seem,to emerge when the responses of this sample are compared,

although there are many exceptions to these groupings.

One group, made up primarily of women and a few comnauter men who had

completed their degrees and had not been in schoOl during the year, were

working as full-time professionals in jobs for which they had trained and

which they enjoyed. Many of these were teachers or social workers.
ir The

second group, primarily men and some resident women,'had been in school'

`during the year and were working in non-professional jobs which they saw as

unrelated twtheir educational experiences and outside of their preferred

vocational area; -end= -from which they derived little satisfaction. Changes

in educational' and vocational plsns are likely as further education is

required' for career advancement, as more Women leave' the work forte to rear

familiesand as those in advanced academic programs complete their,degrees.

and pursue LaLeets.
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INTERESTS, soq

Each year throughou

and leisure activities h

investigation of changes

Additionally, commoncha

activities or interests

1971, the midpoint of th

their concern and invblv

CHAPTER 4

ETAL CONCERNS, AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES

the longitudinal project, questions about interests

ve been asked, The responses provide data' for the.,

which occur'and factors which influence those changes.

acteristics of group members in terms of types'of

nd degree of involvement in them can be studied. In

pro'ett; the members of the sample were asked about

ment 'n societal issdes as well as their current

pursuit of interests deli, loped during 1966-1970, new interests which engaged

them during 1970-1971, and leisure activities.

INTERESTS

Interests Developed During the Period 1966-19.70

In response to the question, What, if any, interests were:you pursuing.

this year that you developed during "the period:1966-1970, interests in the

.finearts.and the intellectual domain were most frequently reported.-

together accounted for two-fifihs of the response's (Figure 4.1).

t

Art - seeing art exhibitS.- general. interest in

arts - music - poetry, etc. - dance.-

The Study vf,th= historY andphildsophy of science,

the study, of my hology.

These

Socializing. was the n xt most freqUently mentioned interest, referred.

by seventeen percent of.th- group..

I'm still a eine fan, .4y meeting people; poZi-.

. ticaZ partieipat'On again, nothing really- special.
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Figure 4,1 INTERESTS PURSUED IN 1971 WHICH WERE DEVELOPED URING THE PERIODS

1966 TO 1970 AND 1970 TO 1971

INTERESTS DEVELOPED DURING
THL Phi:Lt.:1 1966 TO 1970

Art/Music/Drama

Intellectual

Socializing

Sports

. Social Action

Self- Improvement.

Religion /Philosophy

Crafts

Collecting

. Travel

ProtesAonel

Family/Home

PasSive

Photography

Table Games

Other

No New Interesii

No. Respone

10 20

. N=64

Percent of Respondents t

INTER:,STS nEMOPED
DURING 19704 71

Intellectual

Professional-

'Art/Music/Dr

Sports'

Religion /Phil pophy

Family/HOme

Collecting

.Socializing

Travel

PhotOgraphy.

Crafts

Social Action

Self-Improvement

Gardening

TableGamdu

Other,

kNo'New-Iritareses.

No Response

10 20

Percent of Respcndents

\ Single people reported, continuing interest, developed_ during the-1966 to

1910 period in sports and social action, with men,reporting'sports interests

and women indicating interest in social action. Fewer than ten percent of the

respondents reported each of several additional interests and hohbies,

r.

Skiing, reading science fiction.T

Social awareness - poverty and politics.

Photog phy, antiques, skiing.

Arts and crafts p1 nitting, embroidering, hooking

rugs, making,colia es.



A tenth of the respondents reported that they.4were not .pursuing any inter-
..

egts developed during the years 1966 to 1970.

Interests Developed During 1970-197.1

What, if any, .interesto haVe you developed during tie past _year? ifa_

respondent tndicated a new interest in an area already gited as a previous

interest, that area was reported in both' categories. For example, fone who

continued his interest in swimming migheha(re d'e el ed a neW interest in golf.

Sports would then be reported as a,newinterest/as well as a previously devel-

oped one.for that individual.

Intellectual interests in4lpding ;eading, writing, learning about and
a

discussing current problems, headed,the listof new interests, followed by

professional or vocational consiOrAtion,s..

More awareness of the world and its problems. Maybe

more so because I'm working and come face to face

with the outside world.

Wider scope in literature and)son,fiction; campin

My interests in my future involvement in my profession

have increased in the last year.

The fine arts, sports, religion,and philosophy were new interests for

fewer than ten percent of the respondents.

Legal field, participatory- sports (basketball,

Volleyball), vocabulary improvement, outside reading.

CoUntless. Bid above all an interest...in men, movies,

rock. music, Chinese and Japanese and-Tibetan art and

-religion.

A variety of other interests were mentioned by five percent or fewer of the

respondents. Seventeen percent of, the sample reported that they had developed

no new interests in thelast year,. many observing. that they were pursuing

previous interests:



'St

No new interests. except the interior, decorating which

my cspartment required and I thoroughly.enjoyed.

I haven't' developed any new interests, but have become

more involved in my old one,- Physical Therapy.

'Old and.New Interests

Three of. the five most frequently mentioned Areas appear as both new in-

terests and interests developed during 1966 to 1970, and include fine arts,

intellectual interests and sportS.

Overall, about the same proportion of respondents reported pursuing

both previously and newly developed interests. However, Men generally, and

married ones in particular, were more likely to report pursuing recent than

earlier interests. Women in general, but especially single women, were more

to report involvement in interests previously developed than in newer

ones. A quarter of those who had been commuters as entering freshmen mentioned

'pursait of neither previciusly nor recently developed. interests, while all but
. .

one of the former residents cited at least one interest. °At"a liter date,.

these data Wiabe coa9idered in relation to.interests already developed by

the group when they entered SUNY/B in 1966.

socITAL CONCERNS AND SOCIAL ACTION

The'members of the sample were asked about present societal concerns as
,

well as'thOse of previous years.

Mot of the 1966 freshmen were at the, University during the activist

period of ehe late 1960's.. A few were participants, others observers; in

retrospe t, most cited interest in some societal problem during their college

years ands since.

Previous ciaiXoncerns-

, What,

year? .What

to these op

if any, social issues were yoU Concerned about previous to this

if anything, did yoU do in regard to your concern?

n-ended questions, members of the group could. cite as

J
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In resftnse

many social



issues as they chose.

(Rigure 4.2).

Three - quarters of the gro4 reported :at l4st Ode

,
. . .

Table. 4:2 .
'SOCIAL Isste: Pla:srsrtx AOt pnrvlov:;IY Or CONCERN TO RESPONDENTS.;

-ENTLNT WPARTICIVATIpN IN SOCIAL AcliON N61.
..

SOCIAL ss.1.1;N:

covv6Imvnti,014xy:

Ecology

Other Peop* .

Ilealth/Education .

General Concern

e

Women's Liberation

IIII'frCvlous Concern
and Activity.

0 Present Concern
and Activity .

Elections/Politica.-

Other

None

No Response

EXTENT OF
PAPTICIPATION'

Active

Passive'

, Nothing

NO Response
4

0 10 20, 30 , 40 .;(3

Percent' of Respondents

'Most frequently reported were issues havirig
4

to do with government policy,

particularly the war in Vietnam, but including as well the draft,. inflation,

and unemployment.

53
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Vietnam - invasion of Cambodia:and 4aos.

The,war in Vietnam, pollution, changing role ofiWeducation:.
.

The War, persowl freedom, anti-scientism, dehumanization,

racial and religious bigotiv, environment, legalization
of marijuana, education, health.

A quarter of'the grodp expressed concern for the plight of other people

with respect to poN;er6,.disadvantaged and hungry,children, and,diserimination. ./

'Primarily 'the racism aid chauvinism 'of our society which
leaddto the genocide of people of -Color, at home and in

Southeast Asia.

Poverty and ghetto children -and their_lacec of go;cl education.

Such ecological r?..cblems asenvirOnmental pollution and overpopitlation were

expressed .concerns of kw.enty percent of the respondents.

:

OverpopulatioL warCOlOgy, politics.

Vietnam war, 'p alienation.

Environment, peace.

;19

r

Unspecified social. concern- was mentioned by fewer than a tenth_of the sem:

ple, as were health and education-related issues, women's liberation,,and politica.%

Over a tenth of the respondents reported that they had not been concerned with any

societal issues in previous years, and fohrteen percent did not respond to the

question.

Hopefully, most. Unfortunately I took much Zess action

than I would haVe liked.

One or two lines or pagOs or, ,books would not be enough

tell. bout all of the sociaZissues-that felt should be

corrected.

None, I was too wrapped up in myself.

44 54'
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Extent of Participation in Previous Social Concerns

When asked what action they had taken in relation to their previous con-

cerns, a third of the rgspondents reported active participation through,

demonttration, letter writing, or other political or social action.

1 began by doing draft counseling, but reaZized that

the people I was aiding were ma-nly white middle-

class students. Then I did community organizing
concentrating on high-school students; -4go create an

awareness of social issues.

I tutoredina,Programfor ghetto children.

L marched demonstrted, I. called the police ."Pig;"

went on strike:, I wore'buttons hoW 4ttle we

really did change.'

i.

Twenty percent described such passive behavior as infoiming themselves

about theissued and discussing them with others.

Talked to my parents and relatives so
/
they could

hear another viewpoint. Took education courses

that were discussion groups, not just lecture-type.

.1 read, 1 talked with people, I voted according to

how I feel.

fifth of the saMple indiCated tha they had .taken no 'action relative to
,

their concerv. A similar proportion did not respond to the questions

Present. Social Concerns

What, .if any, social issues are you concerned about this year? What, 'f'
,anythingr-did you do this year in 'regard to your concern? More than'eighty per-:

4

cent of he group named at least one soreial issue that concerned them in 1970-
-

197 Over half of the respondents reported concerns related to government policy,

particularly the war in Vietnam, but additionally inflation, unemployment, and

other matters of proposed legislation or regulation were mentioned.

Censorship, war, pplities, religion, campus_unres
ol

Poverty 7447:politics. The war.and against',

-students-and the young.
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Unemployment and inflation.

War in Vietnam, better. medical care for the poor,

educational changes.'

Two-fifths of the sample reported cur;fnt concern for ecological. issues

including pollution,and.overpopulation.

Cancer research, the War, pollution, overpopulation:

Still growing wasteful rape of world to support Our

,bubblegum and tinfoil economy.

I am deeply concerned With Over pollution and the
results of .the' U.S. involvement in S.E.. Asia.

$

Thirty -six percent mentioned concern with the plight of other people,

particularly those facing poverty or discrimination.,,and fourteen percent were

-concerned about health and education-related problems.

plight of deprived persons, state of this

country, fate of university education.

Problems concerning the adaesdent because I work with

them and have become more concerned.
5/

Health care for the poor; the need for an optical heaZth

care delivery system.

Several other issues, including women's liberation and polititS, were

cited by individuals or small groups of respAdents. Very few*said they were
,

concerned with no social issues, or did not respOnd.to the quesiion.

Extent of Participation in Present Social Concerps

When asked what they had done in relation to their societal concerns

during the.year, over a quaiter of the respondents repdrted attiVd-Invotvement:---



Thought, road and wrote paper, looking for new

,tactics. Also got very anxious about how one
might translate his ideals into action upon

leaving the SUNYAB'womb. T also signed a few
petitions and the People's Peace Treaty with

Vietnam.

Working pn committee concerned with drug abuse.

'Recycling bottles, using-no-phosphate detergants,
using white tissues, napkins, iitc.

gradable'in water).

Passive reaponsd to theirconcerni was reported by thirty percent of .
the

'group.

Gave my feelings and convictions to anyone who

would

Read articles abOutpverpopulation, am taking an

oral contraceptive.' When .1'am settled I would

like to work as a volunteer for Cancer Research.

4
attended a lecture by RaZpii Nader and .Tread,all

can-in the field ofpollution and pop4lation

cOntrol.

A third'of the sample, especially the me9, repotted no participation in

action relative to, their social concerns during the past year.

Nothing-, tiust complain withlfellow workers.
. 1

, *

What can be) done ? ?!!

Comparison - New and Old Social Concerns

More respondents named more social issues that Eoncerned them-in '1971 than

Iconcerned them previously. Three. issues - government policy,secelogy, and the
=

welfare of other people:4- dominated both time periods.

Because of the relatively high no- response, rate to the .question of par-

tieipation in social' uea that were previously of concern to respondents, it



is difficult to cite patterns inparticipation oVer time. However; it appears

that the group more Often: responded passively or not at all to concerns in

1971 than they had during the period 1966 to 1970, even though they cited a'

greater number of social' issues in. 1971. It seems as though' their involvement

in establishing homes, careers, and/or postgraduate, study toot precedence over

their'in4.rolvement in bocie41-1-lissnesat that time in their lives.

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

In°addition to new and previous interests and societal concerns, respondents

were asked to descrlbe their leisure activities. Everyone reported at least

one leisure activity,.and some mentioned six or seven, with an average response

of about three (Figure 4.3).'

Of the many activities in which respondents participated in their leisure

time, mentioned most often was socializing with friends,'fellow students, coI

workers or.spouses.

Figure 4.3

LE:`ZRE ACTIVITIES

Socializing

Intellectual

Sports

Pasoive

Art/Music/Drama

Travel

Crafts

Domeotic

Collecting

Family/Hotta

Table ames
-o,

Profess onal

Photography

Religion

Self-Improvement

Social Action

Other

LEISURE ACTIVITIES I1=6

f 0 10 20 30 40 . 50 60 70 SO

Percent of Respondents
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With my fiance, 'usually cleaning our new house.

Th king - at this point, have little leisure time -

most of my time is spent doing art work - leisure time

1I have usually spent with friends' - i.e. dinner parties

and T.V. watching.

Almost half the sample, primarily women, referred to intellectual pur-

suits among their leisure activities.

I'm, taking two adult ed. eiburses_at the-Arew,,School -

ingraphologyand the theatre; go to movies, TV;

.
shoOsi pZays',, ballet; meet friends; travel; read;

faint.

Dates,.art class, Ore stra rehearsals, reading,

painting, writi it ends, ice-skating,

Two-fifths afthe'grohp reported involvement0,in sports, either as observ-

ers or. participants,

I have always enjoyed all sports (baketball, base-

ball, skiing, etc.) Like-4o be with friends and make

new ones at any opportunity.

Skiing, running, ping pong, movies; basketball,

reading, 2%11., talking, eating, drinking, rock.

music',

.

A third of ihe group merttioned'pass,ixe behavior such as

viewing or sunbathing..

I Zike to spend my leisure time, of which 't

alwaygeeast or famine, doing what I consider

"doing nothing," that is, listening to music, g

high - you know, just 'messin' around.

Just relaxing, watching T.V. or-listening to radio or

reading. °Our dorm is quite isolated from the Univer-

sity and weather conditions as they are in central

N.Y., most of us stay in,thedorm during Zeisure'hours.



I

:

Leisure activities rel ted to music and the fine arts were pursued by

a quarter of the respondent .

I play the piano, enjoy outdoor 'sports, and am active

in my church. I also enjoy concerts and moVies.

(
I take photographs and developthe Pictures and make.

prints. I also ride a bicycle for relaxation. IN..

now' studying ,

v.

41

Trivel was a leisura:activity Of over a fifth of the group.

Travel skiing, playing' 'cards; shows, etc.

SPorts, wor,kRg° my car, take trips.

Crafts and domestic un ertakings such as cooking and furniture refinish-

ing were cited almost exclusively by women.

/ really don't have much leisure time. I am working

full time and going ta\gollege part time.. But I like

to relax by seeing a. movie or reading a good mystery

or science fiction novel. .T am also in the process,

of setting up a hamster colony. I knit occasionally

and I dabble in fancy cooking. In the summer I like

to go camping and horseback riding.

w?..A variety of other leisure-time pursuits were mentioned by small 'pro.

portions of the sample.

l'enjoy:many hobbies, tropical fish,. hunting,
and collecting Stamps and antique guns.

In thewinter.I ski as often as I.can, I also travel
folBuff'alo where my girlfriend still goes-to school.
I collect antiques and that,keeps me busy travelling
around.'

During the past year, I have had more leisure time'than
in the past, since while I was in college, I Oas also
working part time. I have become more active in com4ts-
nity projects, as well as in activities pertaining to
my' work.



OBSERVATIONS

Responses of sex, marital status, and residence subgroups seemed to differ

with respect to their interests and concerns.

Men were more likely to report interests and leisure activities developed'.

between 1966 and 1970 than were women. Men also Were more likely than women'

to report, no societal interests developed either previously or.currently, and

to cite no yrevious societal concern . On the other hand, men more often.than

women mentioned pievious concern with matters of government pnliey, notably

the war, and reported having been actively involved in attempts to change these

conditions. Women more frequently th4n men reported having developed an inter-

est'in social action during the years from 1966 to 1970, an interest which

,,.seems to have continued
and to be refleTd in women's mote active participation

,

in social action in 1971. Although they.\shared a number of concerns with men,

they more often than men expressed concern for ecological problems in previous

years and were m e
4
likely than "men to report current ecological concerns.

Residents need more interests and leisure pursuits developed (hring the

period from 1966-to 1970 than did the commuters, although they were less likely
/

%

to name ones developed in 1970 to 197' .Among their leisure pursuits, intellec-

tual activities wer S more frequently cited by residents than by commuters.

Residents were. More involved in societal concerns both in previous years and

1971 than were commuters, naming more issues With which they were concerned

and reporting more active participation II attempts at social chadge. A quarter

of the commuters failed to xetpond to the 'questions related to interest and

societal concerns.- Those who did responcrreported more interests developed in
_ o

1970 to 1971 than did the residents. Forty-six percent said that they had .not

participated/in attempts to change societal conditions during the present year,

compared to fifteen percent of the tdsiddnts.

6



CHAPTER 5

PERSONAL DEVLOPMENTi-,AND PERSPECTIVES

_Several questinns AXe asked each year of the longitudinal study concerning

personal development and perspectives of the respondents. In f971 the:sample

was asked to describe the source of their greatest satisfaction and of thelr,

greatest dissatisfaction over the previous year-, whathad been most difficult" .

for them to cope with, what personal changes they had widergone, and what ones

they would like-to effectuate, how they felt about them'selves and how the.yea'r

IQ differed from their expectations.

SOURCE OF. GREATEST SATISFACTION

A variety of sources of satisfaction were reportedclustering:;in areas of

self-development, family and other interpersonal relationships, and job or

career (Figure 5.1):--Seif=related satisfactions were reported by a ftfth of

Figure 5.1 SOURCES OF GREATEST SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFAC4ION N=o4

SOURCES OF SATISFACTION

No senor, se

SOURCES Or DTSSATISFACTION

N response,

interott
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the respondents, and included self-development, adjustment, and broader satis-

factions derived from experiencing life on individual terms..

Seeing how I'Veehanged and progressed and become more
independent - get4ng closer to bothvocational and
personal goals;

T7feel I'm becoming more of an aduZt,in teikimg on re,

sponsikilitylOrmy own decisions and their consequences..

I haVe bean talking about some aspects of my life With a

friend of mine '(a minister). In the course of these
conversations I have come to a very strong sense of

self-ideftity.

.straightening out my. head an tmy Life. These are the

Ori42,gra'that:are most import t in a time of uncertainty.

. and growing dread.

Twenty,percent of the group cited interpersonal relationships as sources'

of their greatest satisfaction. Love relationships were most often mentioned,.

but the desire to help people, thejoy of nee friendships and increased self-
.

confidence lit interpersonal skills were mentioned as well

My girlfriend and our relationships, friends.

.

Getting bn good my parents. 'For two years I

avoided- seeing them, and it hanged over my Mead. I
didn't like fee Zing that they disapproved ofme,,but
had to break away; too.

Without a doukt the most satisfaction I have Qbtained
has been.from'My girl and work. Theycompliment each
other and one would be no*good without the other.

Satisfaction derived from family relationships was described by another

fifth of the sample. Most of these respondents were married men and-women who

.spoke of happiness with their mattiages and/or childreh.
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Watching and helping my family

Having a baby.- seeing him grow and develop and

seeing my love grow for

Being able to have a satisfying relationship with my

wife. This has more than anything else this past

year allow.ed meto function most successfully.

Career-related sources of satisfaction were reported by sixteen percent

of the'rdspondents. More specifically, career developmeit, making of career

decisionp, and the rewards, benefits and security of a job were mentionea. A

tenth of the group said that their greatest satisfaction came from the year's

acadetic achievements. These men and women explained that they had'received

goodgrades,tipassed important examinations or completed their studies.

.

Learning that I know I can succeed,in my chosen

profession. .

.SUccessfully accomplishing my job. '1 have now Zost

many of the fears I had preViousnot being able

to make it in the work world in appositionto the

.

academic world where I had always succeeded.

.1 think getting the best grade in my 5 years here

this past fall gave me great satisfaction because of

the difficulties I had had gradewise during my first,

3 1/2 years of college. Getting to, know my professors

better this year has also been very satisfying. t

My performance in school - I aM,doing well in graduate

school whereas in undergrad I had a great deal of

difficulty.

A variety of unique responses appeared as well.

My trip to.Europe'and the Middle East - it was just so.

exciting and I learned sa.muchabout people, countries .-

and` myself. (

Buying a:house.. It gave. me the. atisfaction-tizat I

really am successful and that college wasn't a waste.



Learning how to play the guitar, because it's a seZ
induced pleasure rather than an ingested one. Because

it takes the edge off my,increasingly volatile disp -

sition. Because it restores some continuity to my
life, and.becase it makes no,claimp to truth.

SOURCE OF GREATEST DISSATISFACTION

Over a quarter of the group reported that some self - related' condition

produced their greatest dissatisfaction during the year InCluded were concern

for their ability to find.frienda and love relationships, lack of motivatioh,

a feeling of not having accomplished enough, and frustration at their lack of

goals or direction.. This group was dominated by women..

I still...tend to'wait, around, expecting external forces
to:Shape,My'life. .Rat.ionatiy, I know this can't be,

but it's a bit more difficult to act on

Because it's taking me so longito grow up. Because; I

can never adjust to things- quibkly. Because at hear-t

I feel like a little kid - a Scared .little kid. Because

I. am not theperson I would.like to be and I don't know

what. I want to be.

fI often feel. I should be dble to do a better ob than

. I'm doing in relating to others and making.m elf thd

kindof person I would like to be.

The source of greatest dissatisfaction for seventeen percent of the .group

was job relat d. Some members cited dissatisfaetion with the work itself while

others referred to trouble involving co-workers or supervisors. A tenth of the

respondent& mentioned academic sources of frustration including the content of

-4 classes, academic requirements, and fellow students.

C

The most dissatisffiction has derived from my job, from
the fact that I have been so disappointed in the situa -.

tion. And there is so little I can do about' 'it at this

point, that it is very, veryfruitraqg
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My job: - I've learned that politics run this.departMnt...

People are promoted because Of whpthey know, not because7

of.their qualifications.

;

College. --I'm pery,conAse righenow; I don't know what

to major' in.

My, education -- it's' just boring and really a waste of

time. However, to achieve my final goal I'll have to

stick out a year.

As stated before, Ifindothe routine Of:Dental.jchool to

be quite unstimulating intellectually'. It seems as. if

this is the way-that the school wantsitto be rather,

than have their students think.:.

The state of the world in general. had caused greatest dissatiSfac on for

a tenth nf the respondents and a variety''of Other sources of dissatisfaction,

wereDdescribed by a fifth-6f the-sample,'

I am dissatisfied by the racism and prejudice winch

we have,experienced attempting to give equal opportu-

nity to*fall, and by the direction in which this country

is headed under its present. leadership.'

- The "sickness" -of those I feel are my brothers; growing

fears, overt pessimism,-thingsthat,ar0,shown by the

tangible eVidence of such thingS as the heroin. epidemic.

&even percent reported that thei.e was no great dissatigfacpion in their

lives over the previous year.

s to °b dissatisfied with ?.

MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEM TO COPE WITH

Respondents were asked what had been most difficult for them to cope with

duringhe.previous yeai 'and how successful they had beenin Coping:(FigUre 5.2).

As with sources of satisfaction and dissatiSfaction,, responses generally



.

clustered.around a few concerns, especially self devilopment, jO obs r careers,

family relationships, -and schOol.

MOTDIFFICULy FROBLEM COPKVITU-
.

No xe.-for)slze,

A quarter of_the:sample reported that some concern relating-to their.

t)efsonal:lives-.of individ al development had. been Most difficult for theM to
.

*"
cope with during the evious year These problems included concern for

*

friendship and love., dissatisfaction with their ability to develop or to live

up to previbusly set goals, and feelings of not havingaccomplished enough

7
during the /year:- Women dominated this'response group.

`The most f wasdificult.thing with whiCh I had to wa

learning y to stand On:my own two feet. 467or too long I've

tried to pleabe everyone: It isn't easy to break away-,

from 'old habits. I feel I've been'flairly successful.
v

0

arning, for the first time, to--0 y

/'Weil3 'not easy, but I've been doing many more 6f

the-things I know:Ishouldthan-Ijve'ever dOne without

an outside push: It's eds. --i6 do pnceYou find.a

044..
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My biggest problem is a real-lack of goal.. People eon-.
stantly ask--"When are you getting married?" "Whatare
you going to be?" etc., when in truth I barely know

what be doing next month, let alone next year..

Seventeen percent said that family-centered concerns had been most diffi-
.

.cult for them to deal with. Among these were poor relationships with parents,

difficulty adjusting to marriage or parenthood, or concern fot the welfare of

a spouse, child or parent.

The.Most difficult thing to,cope' with has been my re-

lationship with my parents. I:ftel I have been fairly

successful.

, -
Winter blues and beingstuck in house because of baby:
-Moderately successful in keeping busy.

,

-

Marriage - quite successful.

AnoPler seventeen percent of the group stated'that some aspectl\of their

jobs was most difficult to cope, with, citing either the type work required

Or the-people with whom they worked.

MV job and its politics. I'm afraid I haven't been very

successf41.

4,

I think'_the first month .on my new job was really the most

diffieult for me. I had to learn new procedures 'and this

in,itself can be difficu1t. I feel I was very successful
for I-am now working a:whole section ofthe 1,cd, on my own.

The frustrations of 40 wasted hours a week, smiling over
gnashed. teeth, being friendly to those I don't like, and
generally, making anD4-ms.e,myself in the face of all I

'believe. What is hardest to cope with is*ath rage that
gndws dt me as a r5pult.-- I haven't been fired, I've
never struck first in the subway and I hhven't made my

friends andl.wife despair of me. .Otherwise I've failed-

at coping with that rage-.
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Sixteen percent of the sample, all single4men, cited academic problems,
0

most concerning the time it was taking to complete degrees or the content of

their program or courses. A few men mentlioned th'e Army or the frustration of

not having enough money. For a few, their living arrangements or the state of

the world in general had been most diffiCult for them to cope with during the
4

year.

1

a
? Doing the work required for sch6ol'constantly. I. feel

pretty successful.

ARMY and MYSELF. I'm very biter I,just hope when

geecut I can be more understanding.

A personal financial squeeze.,, I think I've got it licked.

My most difficulty,this year has been with my suddenly

living home again after 4 years of being away. It involved

my accepting again typical parent -child affairs when it

should be parent-man affairs. r think I have gained an

understanding of my parents that has enabled me to cope with

this.'

WAYS RESPONDENTS HAD CHANGED

o.

The men and women in the sample were asked, In What, if anyways have you

changed this year ?' The vast'majority responded that they had undergone some

changes (Figure 5.3). The most frequent response reported by irty-eight

pergent. of the group refeered to ilaltreasedself-confidence, control,, disci-

pline, or satisfactions The single women dominated this i*nse-group.

- .

I think I have become more confident. in my abilities not

only in work but in dealing with other people. I have

made many friends who accept me forfore what:I am and this

'makes me very happy.

I'M a bit more confident in myself. I'm becoming more..

in touch with my feelings, thotivations,.than
.

606 9
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Thirty pereent'indicated that they felt either more serious, realistic,
o

responsible or more mature.

I think I have become more serious, more sensitive to

feelings of others and more insightful about the actions

or others..

I have become much more independent and willing to depend

on mysele rather than foist my responsibilities on others.

I like to.pel I am finally making the transition from

child to adult.

I'm older, a little wiser; hopefully more mature.

_Most responses were positive in nature, reflecting increased feelings of inde-

pendence and competence on the part of the respondents.- However; some members

.
of the group reported becoming more nervous, lesS efficient and less trusting.

of others. A few, all of whom had attended school caring the years reported

that they had not changed.

WAYS RESPONDENTS WOULD LTKE'TO CHANGE

During the first interview bf.the project in the fall of 1966, members of

the group were asked how they would like to change during college,
1
a question

that elicited an astonishing variety of responses. In 101,, mi&ay in.the ten-

year project, respondents were asked In what, if any, ways would you like to

change during the next five years? Seventy percent expressed a desire for

some change (Figure 5.4). Most frequently mentioned, by twenty percent of the

group, was the desire tofeel more, satisfaction, security, or confidence in

one's self, a response which closely resembles the most frequent response of

the initial sample fiire years earlier.

Obtain a definite feeling of security (good job and have

a good wife'and home). to definitely "know. where I am

going" (something I haven't really felt since high school

and that has all changid in the past 5 years).

1Kubiniec, p. 60.
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I'd like to become move outdoing - be able to live

With myself - be more satisfied With myself. Stop

running away and just accept myself for what I am

and be happy. ,

I would like to-be able to. do something that would

make me feel more satisfied. I don't really think

I Oduld -like to changr.,

Become more confident of myself and my actions.

The desire fon more iearning and growth experience was expressed-by

eleven percent of thg groupas was ,a desire to better understand and help

other people. Similarly, in 1966, the second most frequent group,of responses

reflected a'desireto be more educated, informed, widely read, experi6nced;

articulate, better able to apply knougedg.2

A
.

It!s hard..to conceive. of 5 years :of when

.things are happening so rapidly (mentally) now.

It's hard .to.think past one-year. All-Thope is

thatJI never/Stop growing.

I would,t Want to change too much except for

.being able to understand people better.

A tenth of the 1971 respondents indicated a desire to improve a'skill or

acquire a new one.

I'd like to develop and educate myself so that

I have a skill,to offer.

Increase my vocabulary, become more forceful.,

0

Ipould like to change my golf swing - to be slower,

mure deliberate backswing and a better shift in weight

to initiate downswing. OtherwiSe I am not"worried or

concerned about changing an otherwise self-content

personality.

72
63.
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A few wished to feel More socially secure or adept.

More:at case in large groups. - ectnially groups-of
acquaintan3os,notfrl.onds.

A quarter of the group reported that they didn't wish to change; or .didn'i

know how they wanted to ehange, or cduldn''t Predict what changes would take

piade.

01-1Nr

if said it once. I've said it more than oncel

if I kneW so6.bhing aboUt myself t1a panted to
change Tvould try to do it right now.

4

Some kited very specific' desires for change.'

a

p 7.. "A, 4",

I would tiketo be, able to make major decisiOns

withattgeting'a'lleadache.

4

One expressed wishes worthy of Walter Mitty.

I shouZd like to become very beautiful, funny
in conversation, .learned in. the art:of poetky,

and more aesthetically cultivated in the Arty of;,

the Orient. I should' like td be an enlightened

person; a movie star; a great poetess, the life

of every party.

FEELINGS ABOUT SELF

When asked what one word best described theii feelings about themselves,

a qUestion Which had-been asked for three years previously, over half of the

respondents gave clearly positive responses including, content, satisfied,

good, happy, self-assured and fine' (Figure 5.5).

Negative responses, such as disgustgd, insecure.or dissatisfied were ex-

pressed by thirteen percent of the group, all but one of whom were single.

Nine percent reported dynamic feelings about themselves, such as seeking,

maturing, evolving or gromng and a few others were ambivalent. A tenth failed

to respond to the question.

64 13



Figure 5.5 FF'rt 1NL;;; AttOt' f SIt ti 1.4
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HOW THE YEAR DIFFERED FROM RESPONDENT EXPECTATIONS

In what ways was your life this year different from what,you had expected
.

it to be? Nearly a quarter of the group, twice-as many men as women, responded

that the, year had not differed from their expectations (Figure :5M.
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It has.comeoff exactly as planned. I'm glad about

it = it's.exactly what I wanted.

Al.

, .

.
.

....
. . .

r4y life is whatl expected -it to be this year and '

am very much satisfied with it.

For another quarter of the sample, the year had not been what.they had expected,

but they were coping well with the:differences.

c,
didn't expect to move back home but I did. It

hasn't beenas bad as I WOught it would be perhaps

becausemy family sees I'm 22 and old enough to live

for myself.

I expected to be a sophieticated, urbanite going to

dental school . ..... instead I realize.that what I
thought I wanted to be I'm basically not, and so I'm

settling in the mean time for the dental qOhOol, and

I'll see if I'm sophisticated next year.

Well, I used to thi!k that as soon as I did one thing,

r fixed up what ever part of my life was messed up,

t at "everything would be together." I've learned

that life is never what I expect it to be, that there

are alwaya some rough edges, but that it's okoey, 'cause

that's what it's aZZ about.

For seventeen percentthe year had gone better than they had anticipated.

.rnever expected.to be where I am now or doing what

. I'm doing! .nn really eXcited, I feel like I've come

a long ways. That I have Matureda.great deal.

It is better this year than expected---T am going tc2

Spain, I shall augment the feeling of exhileration I've

felt thus far about my life being freer than ever..
I've had better friends than ever. I am older and much

wiser in one year than one year "normally" allows ford.

I expected to be living in a rut.' I am not. each day

brings excitement, challenge. Maybe it's just putting

a new license plate bn by myself or learning shorthand.

my life is full and rich and I'm happy.

66
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I didn't think that I was going to behaiole to

have tiere for anything other than stardy. As it

is so, far I am having a better social life than

T did in undergrad school. I'm happy about it.

l'Wouldn't you be?

4

n

Smaller tubers mentioned specific changes in their plans, and nine per:

cent stated that they had no expectations so had no basis for comparison.

I thought_I would be teaching English glad

' I'm not - Z' enjoy my work with retardedchildren

much better.

Last year .I expected myself to be doing full -time

political, work this year and living in acollective

ftituation. I'm happy that I didn't do this since

it has given me more time to re-evaluate myself and

my goals and realize that everythi g I previously

accepted wasn't completely correct

is is a very difficult question for me to answer,

since I was uncertain of just what I expected the

past year to bring. I am basically' satisfied with

the ranges which this year has brought about in

my (2_,,ife.

/ actually expect it to be any diffevent than

it was. I really didn't know what to expect.

Ovdrall, three-fifths of the group reported that the year was in some

way different from what they had expected.

OBSERVATIONS:

4,

Responses of sex,marital status, and residence 'subgroups of respondents

seemed to differ Wi.threspea to personal development and perspectives.

Women seem to have
8,
mmied,anto new situations faster than men. They were

quicker to,marry, to complete undergraduate work, and embark upon careers,

although it should not-bessumed that'the -comen.were more strongly career

oriented, given the extended graduate and professional training, with its



i

career implications, more often undertaken by the men. Women reported concern

about their self-development and saw themselves as changing, growing people
1.

who had become more self-confident duiing the year. More men, by contrast,

were inschool, and their responses reflect academic concerns. They reported,

more often than women, that they had not changed during the year, that they

harbored negative feelings about themselves; and that the year had gone much asp

if they indeed had-any expectations.

oie often than commuters reported that they had matured

They were seeking more learning 'experiences in the future

positive feelings about themselves than did the commuters.

likely not to respond to the Ogstion \about self- feelings,

they had anticipated

'The residents th

during the year.

and expressed

The commuters

more

were

but reported more.often than-the residents that their greatest satisfaction

during the year head come from their jobs or their academic:purs4ts.

0



ASSESSMENT OF THE, COLLEGE EXPERIENCE.

EaCh year since the inception of the longitudinal study,, participants

have been asked to discuasthe value of their undergraduate experience,

The Oestican has been ihrased'in different ways, and'related questions have

been:asked from time to time-Concerningtheyurpose of Cb)llege attendance,

and ways in which the undergraduate experience could be made mdre.meaningful

to the student. In 1971,'respondents were asked to describe in retrospect

the overall value of.their college experience, and ways in which that°valUe

might have been increased

VALUES OF A, COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

From' our present perspectii,e4;Aat do. you see Co the value of your

Conege experience -.both cthadetie and non- academic? In response:to this

questiOn, social, personal,and 'Vocational, as well as academic and intellectual

considerations were repored, frequently in cOmbination (Figiire 6.1).

Table 6.1
VALUE OF TUE COLLEGE EXPUIENCE

VALUE

Academic/
Inteyectual

, Social

Personal

Vo6aCienal

.Nothing
academic

Nothing
'vocational

Nothing

No response

ti

1.0 .20 30 40 50 . .60 ,0

Percent of llpspondents



Two-thirds of the respondents reported acadetic or intellectual

.
aspects of college as being of value to them. ltiong these were increased

ability to'eValuate,.: broadened perspectives, greater understanding of people

and ideas, more clearly-defided interests, increased knowledge,and,preparation

for advanced learning. °,,

Three-fifths of the group referred to social experiences theThad had in

college which were valuable to theme These included interacting with different

kinds of people,_ developing close friendships with peers.Of-both sexes and some

adults, and developing confidence in their ability to deal with other people.

Half the respondents cited valuable personal experiences durin college

and a fourth reported ihat'theit undergkaduate.texp'erience was of va ue to theM

`Vocationally.. Personal. growth through interaction with others was requently

reported, along.with a-sense of competence and self-confidence. Ot ers reported

that college had prepared them for their chosen profession,, or in u ually

unspecified ways, increased their economic prospects:

:
These men and women disCuSsed college as a. whible experience, va uable

in diverse and interconnected ways. The following quotations sugges the

variety of insights and outcomes that 1971 respondents attributed to their

college experience.

Academically, I feel my experience at Buffalo enabled
me to evaluate things I, learned and critically analyze

aZZ viewpoints. I feel, .even gore important, that mg
coZZege experience.enabled me to be tolerant and accept
people who's backgrounds,and values were different than
mine. It also enabled me to create priorities in my life

and not be afraid to-act upon them.

Broadening of interests I feel now to be the most impor-

Dtant aspects. Notjust academic interests,.but cultural
and social interests that are available at a large
university - movies, theatre perfbrmances, speakers.
I feel very important in broadening one's outlook toward.

life.

70 79 f.



College has given me the financial security which was

my original reason for going in the first place. More

than that it taught me'to deal with people, have more

confidence in myself and Zook at most things from all

sides and find beauty in places where other people

done t. Security is nice but the others are equally if

not more.important.

Part of the maturingfproceSs educating.'.

Allowed me to meet people from different cultures and-

different backgrounds.: Made it possible for me to go

to Dental School. ,Kept me out. of the armed services. .%

I hate to say that the academic aspect was minimal." I

guefrs it assisted me in some facts and in exercising my

mind to study, concentration. But, it certainly wasn't
what I gained most while at college. The .non-academic.

That owas chock-full of meaning for me! In the people who

helped me see me. 'Period!

a.

Oademically it has, of course. prepared me for my

Trofess n. It also changedsome ofmy attitudes' toward

people, race, religion and politics. It has alsd im-

proved economic lot.

The academic .. _ of-the.school woricivgoing to prepare

.

me:forMy p ofession. _ However, the non-academic life .

perspectives
.

of the:unie I, s given me new perspectives.on other'.

people,plus-life ingeneraL

: tifew members of -the group reported that no. ing about their/Undergraduate

\e34)ekience was valuable to theM. Others_said.that college was ndt academically

Or vocationally valuable,'althoUgh-it hadTbeeri of value personally or socially.

AU earlY,ftrop out'stated
thAf-the. experience had clarified his personal

intered,ta ;and goals, nd. be had left Chool pleased with the ersonal insights

he had, gained.
i

So far, Ifeel that college has not done a:thing:for

me. I'm not finished-yet, but. -I hope by the time I

graduate (if.I.do) that it will have more of a value

than it has up to. the present time.

O



/
I am gilad.,that I/had the opportuy;ity to see first-7
hand what' cotle e Z2 'e was like. The value, I would

say, waS'v.in ningithat "it just wasnit for me.

Degree status .seemed'relatec1 to perceptions of the value of college

experience; Those:who had completed anaccalaureatefhT June. 1971 'named the

greatest variety of values. More often than AbSe Without the degree,, they,"

reported that college had been academically or intellectUallyi socially, end.

vocationally valuable. 7 .those who had pot completbacheloeS degree most
/

frequently report that college had beefilbersOnally: valuable to them;

INCREASING THE VALUE .0g "CDLLEGE EXPERIENCE

Wiiczt.; if anything; could have Made. your undergraduate years bf More value

t6'gdo:,Responsesto: thig-questi6n took the form of those things people

wished they had done or had donedifferentli-withiheirundergtaduate-e)Oeri;1
. -

ence; Most frequently meritiolltd were academic Changes (Fieure:,6.,2),

Fiinrc6.2. CHANitg TILVP,WOHLD HAVE MADE COLLEGE MORE VALUABLE

:0

Nm64:

Persohal

Vocational

Lived away
from home

Nothing

Other

No response

tO 30 40 '56 60 , 70

Percent of Respondents

r?.

About twofifths of the respondent's wished they had changed:majors, taken other'

courses,. or worked harder. on their courses tO,increase the academic value of

their undergraduate work,



InMany wayb-I'm s9r4 that..T:didn't take courses of

graater variety and get invgivedPithmore. dWerenti

groups- of pcoplc on campus. J11,1 in 44 I'm quite

zatisfia1-ilit1i.my-yearE0t WI.
0

A more vari'ed and versatile urrieulwrz. This is 77y fault

in-that.I.didn't,"se7,ect courses from 'different schools.'

Thirty percent of the group cited social changes they would litte,to.have
.4, . .

made during the 'CoTlege day, most commenting that they would like to 'have

been more active socially,more invOlWd with diVere gtoups of people in

1
. . , ,

extracurricuiar ,pursuits,or tore open to friendships.
***4

I would hOe-got involve4d ith more people:ancractivittes
-

and I PoUld'have tried to obtain the elose.relatienehip

r had with My-teaeher the-last few years while I was an

undercOsMa-

Meeting more peallee; taking part in moreoextracurricula.

activities, choe6h 4, different major in the liberal arts

field,
.

a

Sixteen percentvof the samplementioned-tersonal changes that would have

madetheir college, experience .more valuable to them,,many wishing they .bad

.

%

been more cOnfident or outgoing. Others wished they had had greater interest

in their school work, greater ability td concentrate eon what they ae &hi *
....

greater motivation to meetled .1141,goals, or greater emotional maturity
4,

More maturity,., more eMotienalStability, .greater

to Concentrate pn one thing at a time. .

,

BeLng.more. aw re and-Mbre interested in learning'44, I Ar

couleL Be i gmoreaware.Of myself in what. T was :doing

what I'm trying to-get-at is I don'tfeetnow that I.

made, the most-of Ay.undergraduate. years. ,T.,-?eel now t7i4t.,

I let Mimes Zip by without being too:aware of what was

-goingon.'
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Fourteen percent wished they gad had vocational guidanCe and prepar-

ation while in school. They reported having hid no clear-cut goal(s.to

pursue, or realistic notions of what values could be.derived from the

college experience.

I really didn't know what I wanted to do upon graduation.

I think that vocational coUnceling,may have been helpful

ad'I knew very little' about rathificationsOf selecting
''one major or another.', IX I would have chosen social

welfare as a major - r.wOhld have been able to go right
to-a job7and wouldethave,to46- on for ftirther-study, etc.

A, people

the valqe of their

away froth home rat

were mentioned." A

had been availab],e

they wanted or :had

repOrted4hat mothing6in particular would have increased

experience foOhem, aridothers wished they had lived

herthan commuting. A variety of ether-,changes also

few members of he group saidfthat everything they needed

nOlAealized that their own initiative was all that

to them on 'campUS. 1.Tpfortuptely, they had not

lacking to enhance'theitexperience.

on itthsnk therecould have
could .-make college more valuab
and reali.zajbat all of-the th
want were right there on camp
its-more a matter of what yoU
yOu.drevilling to 15ut.9oUrse
noif that I didlet,reolize th
try to become more involVed:

en ah9thing.external that
4 'I looleback(on it now ,

ngkthat you could possibly'
fp:2', the takin. I thi

y4trself want and.how much
f'Dt4-to get it. I'm sorry
.at-the.ti;Mw and didn't.

Others,were Wholly- satisfied with

Z just wish thi4 had been Zo

- 4 o



OBSERVATIONS

The 1971 respohdents who had entered SUNY/B in 1966 foqnd their

college experience valuable whether or not they had completed a baccalaureate.

Many of them had some insights into changes that, would have made the under-

graduate years more valuable to them. Men and Women cited similar values and

posible changes and only.twO differences in response between the residence

groups mdrit mention: more often than others, residents reported that college

was valtable to,them in their personal growth or development; and they, more

,often than con niters, changes that would have made their undergraduate'
-

experience more valuable - particularly academic charges.

It is interesting that, in response to an opeu'ended question, these

'men and Women did not refer to changes that the university cOu14-..-have made to

increase the valUe of their college experience, The University was changing

rapidly during the late 1960's. During these years SUNY/B drastically

,revised its parietal rules, instituted the satisfactory-unsatisfactory

gradingoptidn, eased distribution requirements, imade it possible for, students

to write their own programs, and reduced the course load for,full-time

students from five three-hour-Courses td four four-hour courses. Respondent

had experienced their school as a liberal environment rapidly reforming

itself. It is not surprising that they did not, mention ways'in which`the

University could change further to accommodate their needs.:Rather they men

tioned ways in-which theydemldbetter have taken advantage of the.oppottunities

that were available to them.



COMMENT

Space was ptOvided for respondent cements.' So e used the space

for personal greetings, some for ovetviews of their Life situations,

others for observhtions about tbe state oethe world. Most commented

upon this-research -in general, or sp cifically about their experience
.0.

answering -tie questionnaire.' A selection of these comments appears beidw.

Thanks for this survey. It always seems to come at a

time when I ne0,,to re-evaluate where I stand and in

what diregtions I'wheaded. The questions on this

form are all relevant - some 'of them,gre 'really hard

to answer - and in some ways they really help to

set my perspectives straight. How can anything that

helps me so much be helping you,.too!! I he ',have
answered your questions to the fullest. I sit here and

write a sentence and in my mind I can just hear you

oaying "Why?" so I write a little More and I hear'

"Why?" again. Honestly, this could vo4pn forever!

P.S. I read that and realby have.to laugh. I've tried,

to be honest and in 'My effoPs:to do 'so,' I think I've

come across as neurotic and not a very happy person at

at s not entire Li true..

Y didn't' think that 'the study'wou4d.beeXtended 'past

Or four years at U/E,but I'm glad .I would

be interested in:reading findings, results, etc. Of

the Study.

Asking for responses by Marc 4 I felt as an imposition

on my time - I feA,4 they could Mlle been sent out sooner

or a longer period of time'given to.revond -
Although, I was relieved to get it - I knew yqy'd find

all of us -'&nd knew I'd get Ay little questionnaire

sooner or later: - feel the questioiis were geared too much

to those who have gone out and are working.
goir

I would like-to-express some candid statements about this

program and myself. I feel that I learned to express my

feelings more openly arid easily aOI became more involved

with this program. Thank you.

O



from rvj usual. doubts about may own rasition Zn

sot an,1 wi h ;iraduatc., school., I've. bc.1.;

0,-,:nt7nt this scar .and happy .with the poople I 've.met.

I was- ver.y dimappointed.at the loss of the, football

-te.am- and.even more -co at the lack of interest shown

by the, .students when this fact was made, known: A

giant Amherst- c.ampus..1c a nice thing to have but

,football is ole of the few things that gave students

a feeling .of belonging. To the few:that really enjoyed

it I'm sure, it will be missed.

I've -enjoyed filling.- this out (a, couple of.
didn't -- fill it out I mean). Some ,of it wasg.iad

but it made me. take- a. ?took at myself.'.

I enjoyed filling out this questionnaire, although it.

wap not as rquA. fun as the personal interviews we used

to have. r Zook. forward' to next yar's questionnaire-.

Thank you.

This questionnaire -gave me a chance to.semi-put together

what's been happening this year.. Thanks.
See you next year!!

sorry for being late but my mood has been such that

:I thought I couldn't give a truly fair response. Every-

one I know,.it seems is stark staring bored and restless

family, friends and co-iuorkers.
My response may be. affected by this but I don't think as

much as they would have been.

Cqn't wait 'till dummer.

What can I say -- please forgive the spelling. If

my answers sound too wise-assed try to keep in mind

that Pm' experiencing a joyess life.... and maybe I'm

just .a Zia le too sure of myself!r

joy, to you

'Sorry that I was so late in returning the form. had

a Zoad of work,and that and the combination of my
laziness accounts for my tardiness: :

78813
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I'm sorry I am so late with this. My answers refZect

what I feel at this time. Earlier, I could not really*

conceptuaZize, even to myself, what I felt.

It's strange how the same objective phenomena can

illicit such a multitude of different feelings, from

.one-time to another. From day to day I can feel what

seeins to be opposite feelings about the same thing

(like ultimate occupational goal).

Will I be filling one of these out for, fifty years?

-1. It is very difficult to express myself on paper to

many of these broad, soul-searching questions. Writing

something down tends to overly cement and dramatize a

possibly casual comment of mine. 2. I also believe

that my mood could affect my answers to these questions.

3. I would Zike to point out, however, that I am not

criticizing these questions as I believe they are very

wen designed and pertinent. 4. You probably wouZd get

better answers in an interview situation, however my own.

past unwillingness to Cooperate with your interview efforts

and the lateness of getting in this questionnaire testify

to the fact that I probably would not cooperate with

arranging an interview. 5. Also, .I would be interested

in knowing when the next retort on this study will be ready

as I would find "post - college information on my class very

interesting.

It's an easier and is more thorough to have oral interviews

rather than written.

My answers are really reaZ, serious, to use one0of my Zepst

favorite words. I've been direct and to thi'point even

though it may read to you Zike a free association test.

Maturity is fitting well, and I Zike the directions I'm

going in, even though I don't know intellectually where I'm

going, I have an ove44l sense of intuition which is .

radiantly clear. My- years of college are important not
scholastically, or intellectually, bUt in the.sense that

they were a.period of new growth, when I was unhappy and had

to learn now to deal with and solve aZZ my problems, so that%

-I would no longer have problems as such but simply know how

to deal with my Zife.



One thing this yrem has taught me is that uncertainty

has value along with its liabilities. I.am still in

contact with m ny of my college friends who are married

and seem to be Zdading secure and happy lives. I have

deen that I am not they and they not I and hat security

and routine have a price.
I havekcome less afraid to be myself and ve stopped

worrying about vague tomorrows to think of =proving
the present.

ro

Vt.

rI



APPENDIX

1971 ZIOGRAPHY OF A CLASS QUESTIONNAIRE:
'Far-1966 Freshman interview Group

NAME
.

'(Married women; please inc uda maiden name as well ab husbands

first name).

II ADDRESS

III MARITAL STATUS

A Single Married.

Divorced
Widowed

B Now do you feel about your marital status?-

Why?

ti

Date

IV CHILDREN

A Do you have any children? Yes.

1. If:so:: Number Ages

1
2

3

If you are a parent how do you feel about b,Bing one?.

Why?

;

< tt

8313



V LIVING ARRANGEMENT

A: Setting (e.g., urban, suburban, rural, communal, under a lily pad)

Please, describe it.

B Dwelling,(e.g.,.hOuSe, apartment; dormitory, trailer, grass hut)_

.Please describe it.

48.

People (e.g., living alone, with parents male(s), female(s), both)

Please descilb4 the sitliation...,

p How d% you. feel about your,liVing'aFrange*nt?
Why?

VI 'LEISURE TIME:

In what wars do you spend your leisure time?

t

829.0



VII EDUCATIONAL INVOLVEMENT
a

A. In what,:if any., educational pursuitsaVeyou been involved this

year? (Check, as .many as apply:).

Part Toward NOt

qime Time Degree Degree

'NOne
Undergraduate school,
Graduate school
Vocational schdol
Course for pleasure*-
Othek*

*Please specify /-

. Nameof'School(s)

3. How do you feel about your educat"ional 64erippce

Why? T..,

this'year?-
- .

Haye your long fange educational plans changed during the par;t year? /

Yes No

I. If to: In what way?
'What influenced thecbange?
How do,you feel abOut the change?

tl



VII/ VCATION

A. Were your vocational plans for this yea realiied?

.1

4. '
If so: How did they work out?

How do you ,Feel about it?
,,' Why? -t

Yes No

If not What happened?
How do you feel about it?
Why?.

B. Are you working now? Yes No

1. .If not: A. What are:you doing now?
How do you. feel about it?
Why?



Votation (cont d)

b. WhatA.s your source of financial support (e.g.,>schOlar.7.

ship, parents,. spouse, friend, pension,, rich uncle)?

If so: a. How may -1 oursa week?
b. What type of work?

What do you do?

c. What kind of setting (e.g., industry, government, academic.

[what level?), mama-papa store)? Please describeit.

A

d. How do you feel about your job?
In what ways is it satisfying?
In what ways dissatiSfying?'

813



VIII Vocation (coned).

e. --Is your undergtadUate course

(1) If so: In what way?

4'

work releVant to your job? Yesa

. Is your job:in .the. vocational area jou.preferi 'Yes . No

(1) If not: (a) 17.1hy not ?.
How do you feel about it?
Why?

(b) What area do yOu prefer and what,. if anything, do'you

plano do about--getting into it?

C 'What is your ultimate'vocational goal" now?

this a change,from last year? Yes No

a. If so: What influenced the change?
How, do yo4s feel about.. it?

Why?



IX INTERESTS

A What if any, nterests have Yrott BevelOped d4!ng the past year?
, -

.What, "if any, interests are you pursuing thiS year that you

deve1oped during the period-1966-1970?

.

r.

SOCIAL ISSUES

A. What, if any, social issues were you concerned about previdu,s

this =year?

B What, if anything, did you do in regaw t our concern?

C What, if any, social issuere yog concerned aboUt this year?

D What, if anytfaittgl did you do rhis;.year inregard...to your concern?
Vo

9;a



A

XI :COLLiGEHEXPER4NCE

A From your,present perspective, what do-you see as thevalve pfyour
college experience - both academic anti non-academic?

B What, if anything, could-have made your undergraduate years of more

value tc1you?



A What has given you the most satis. actiOn during the last year?

Q

B W1 4t as given you the most dissatisfaCtiOn?

Why?
ti

\

C that has been most difficultjor you to cope with this.year?'

HOW successful do you feel you have been?

D How would you describe yourself?

0

8997
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XII E In what, if any, ways have you changed this year?

F In what, if any, ways would'you tochange during the next 5 .

years?

G What one woi b t desdribes how-yOu feel aboUt yourself
.

, .

H in what ways :Os your life this year different' from what you had

expected it,to'be?
How do you f/el bout it?.

//

Why? i



- #

Xii what do you. expect to be doing between now and spring 1972?

That' .6 a:te ion Abs yea&

THANK 101.1!


